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ABSTRACT

In "The Eschatology of the scapegoat: Fagin inoriver Twist and,Maggie

Tulliver in The Mill on the Floss," I employ Rene Girard's stereotypes concerning

the persecution ofscapegoats to show how the titular novels operate as persecution

texts which scapegoat Fagrn and Maggie. Both the rhetoric of these novels and of the

1832 Reform Bill demonstrate Michel de Certeau's adage that the strategies of the

sfrong "attempt to reduce temporal relations to spatial ones,, (39).

Fagin is scapegoated for being a Jew, for his parody of the bourgeois

domestic sphere, and for his poaching on Oliver outsides the confines of inner-city

London. when Fagin's use of tactics and timing available to the weak are

circumvented by the league of gentlemen, Fagin is turned over to the Christian legal

system for eschatological j udgernent.

Maggie's temporal orientation changes from a focus on the present in

childhood, which is universalized by the narrator as the temporality of bourgeois

childhood, to a focus on the past and present when Maggie transitions to working-

classed adulthood. confined by an interiority distinguished by temporal

configurations determined by age and class, Maggie is scapegoated when she is

unable to transition to bourgeois adulthood.

In both novels and the 1832 Reform Bill, far-sightedness is the temporal,

orientation that distinguishes bourgeois interiority. Bourgeois far-sightedness holds in

place hierarchical class- and age-based detenninations through spatial confinement.
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Introduction:

A Beginning: Oliver Twist and, The Mill on the Floss as Persecution Texts

Eschatology, a coinage from the mid-nineteenth century, is "the department of

theological science concerned with 'the four last things: death, judgemént, heaven

and hell,"'according to the oED. By the mid-twentieth century, ..the 
sense of this

word has been modified to connote the present 'realization' and significance of the

'last things' in the Christian life" (OED). Both senses of eschatology, the distribution

from on high ofjudgements about the value of human lifç and the interiorization of

these valuations, are evideni in the situations of Fagin in Oliver Twistand Maggie

Tulliver inThe Mill on the Floss.

Fagin is positioned as an outsider in a novel whose preoccupations with

religiosity are worn on its sleeve. He is "the Jew'' (105, 106, l07,etc.) whose status

as outcast, even in relation to the Jewish community, is signaled by everything from his

lascivious interest in boys, to his administrative role in plans to steal property, his

repulsion of "men of his own persuasion" in his final hou¡s (469), and his preparation

of "sausages" (105), not to mention his consumption of the "ham which the Dodger

had brought home in the crown of his hat" (109). The league of gentlemen pursue

Fagin with their vigilante justice in Oliver Twist, then turn Fagin over to lawful

authorities for judgement. This decision engages a Christian legal system that would

slay the chosen dragon or, more specifically for Fagin, pin the t¿il on the scapegoat,

and mete out judgement before death.
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Maggie's desire for death forms a striking contrast to Fagin's terror as he

anticipates his execution. Her "overdetermin[ed]" death (Fraiman 32) has been noted

by several critics.r Yet, in childhood, Maggie is intellectually ambitious, rebellious,

and exuberant, and allusions to her death are also overlooked. José Angel García

Landa, in his article "The Chains of Semiosis: Semiotics, Marxism, and the Female

stereotypes in The M¡ll on the Floss," suggests "Maggie's death in the flood as a

deus ex machina" is "the usual view" (78). This implies that her death can be

considered a sudden one, since the OED defines deus ex machina as that which

"comes in the nick of time to solve a diff,iculty." However, there are many allusions to

Maggie's death. When Maggie is a child, her death by drowning is predicted by her

mother, Bessy Tulliver. Then, when Maggie transitions to adulthood, she begins to

wait and long for her own death. As she puts it in conversation with Philip Wakem:

"I must wait; this life will not last long" (215). Maggie tells her Aunt Gritfy that she

wishes she "could have died when [she] was fifteen" (407). When Maggie receives a

letter from Stephen Guest after their fateful boat ride, "no image of rest com[es]

across her mind, except of that far, far-off rest from which there would be no more

waking for her into this struggling earthly life" (462). After she bums that letter, she

regrets the prospect of her own longevity: '"But how long it wilt be before death

l rn"The Mill on the Floss, the critics, and the Bildungsrotnan," susan Fraiman's
overview of critics' treatments of the novel includes her assertion that "critics of many
feminist stripes have taken for granted the overdetermination of Maggie's doom"
(32).
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comes! I am so young, so healthy" (465). Then, when the flood comes, Maggie

immediately seizes upon it as her opportunity to die: "In the first moments Maggie felt

nothing, thought of nothing, but that she had suddenly passed away from that life

which she had been dreading; it was the transition of death, without its agony-and

she was alone in the darkness with God" (467). The flood is an opportunity for

Maggie to avoid living.

This thesis begins with consideration of Fagin's and Maggie's deaths because

my discussion of their scapegoating wrll have a decidedly eschatological focus. Fagin

and Maggie die because they betray an inviolable or an idealized childhood.

Whereas Fagin is set up as scapegoat in relation to the inviolable child Oliver Twist,

Maggie is scapegoated in relation to her own childhood, which is retrospectively

idealized by Maggie, herself, as well as by some critics of the novel.2 Both Larry

Wolff and Joseph Litvak identifu Fagin's treatment of children as the predominant

component of his crirninality-and the one that causes him to be hanged. Wolff

names pederasty as Fagin's specific crirne, whereas Litvak suggests it is Fagin,s

treatment of Christian children in general that leads to his execution.3 Similarly, I

2 For example, in"Holiday House. Grist to The Mitl on the Floss,or Childhood as
Text," Karín Lesnik-Oberstein, with considerable irony, given her deconstructive
approach to hegemonic constructions of childhood, maintains that "if there is anything
critics seem to agree on, [. . .] it is that Eliot, inThe Mill on the Floss,was
preeminently successful in describing childhood" (78).

3 ln "Bad Scene: Oliver Twist and the Pathology of Entertainment," Litvak says it is
"apparently so selÊevident as to go without saying in the narrative" that Fagrn "must
be punished precisely for pointing a toasting-fork-and later, aknife-at Christian
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arg)e that it is adult-Maggie's working-classed difference from her own bourgeois-

classed status in childhood for which she is persecuted by the narrator and made

scapegoat of The Mill on the Floss.

Persecution Texts

René Girard, medieval histoiian and professor of French language, literature,

and civilization at Stanford University, considers historical, mythological, and,religious

texts (specifically, the Gospels of The Jerusalem Bible) in The Scapegoat Girard

discovers stereotypes regarding persecutions ofthe scapegoat that are shared by

selected texts of these three types. While introducing his analysis of persecutions of

the scapegoat, Girard discusses others' methodologies and alludes to his own. He

suggests that'"[m]any scholars today believe their critical insíght develops in

proportion to increasing scepticism" (1) and he connects this to "an extreme crisis,

which is undermining what was once called historical science" (2). For Girard, texts

"contain real information" (1) and historical facts can be known: "Our interpretation

children. As Deborah Heller has observed, Dickens uses Fagin to update the
medieval stereotype of the Jew'as subhuman monster, as poisoner, as kidnapper,
mutilator, murderer of innocent christian children, on whom, perhaps, he
cannibalistically feeds in observance of alien rituals.' [. . .] Butchering the butcher,
Fagin's executioners would avenge his crime against christianity" (41). Larry wolff,
in "'The Boys are Pickpockets, and the Girl is a Prostitute': Gender and Juvenile
criminality in Early victorian England fromoliver Twist to London Labour,,,
identifies Fagin as a pederast during his discussion of "[t]he vagueness of vice" in
Oliver Twisr (230).



of all the texts is conf,rrmed statistically" (7).

The stereotypes concerning persecutions of the scapegoat that Girard

discovers are discussed below and comprise the majority of his analysis with the

important exception of his work on the Gospel texts. Girard's many evocative close

readings of historical and mythological texts culminate in a close reading of Gospel

texts to show Jesus's situation as the Paraclete, which the oED defines as:

"Christian Clturch. In form Paraclete. As a title given to the Holy Spirit (or occas.

christ): an advocate, intercessor; a helper or comforter." For Girard, Jesus as

Paraclete changes the way the term scapegoat can be regarded: "[w]hen we

exclaim: 'The victim is a scapegoat,' we resort to a biblical expression that no longer

has the same significance as it had for the participants in the ritual of that name. It has

the meaning of the innocent lamb in Isaiah or the Lamb of God in the Gospels" (202).

Girard defines the Paraclete this way:

Parakleitos, in Greek, is the exact equivalent of advocate or the Latin ad-

vocatus. The Paraclete is called on behalf of the prisoner, the victim, to

speak in his place and in his name, to act in his defense. The Paraclete is the

universal advocate, the chief defender of all innocent victims, the destroyer of

every representation of persecution. He is truly the spirit of truth that

dissipates the fog of mythology. (207)

Girard engages in a progressivist historical reading of the scapegoat that culminates in

a delineation of Christian eschatolory- He maintains that "[t]he Spirit is working in
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history to reveal what Jesus has already revealed, the mechanism of the scapegoat,

the genesis of all mythology, the nonexistence of all gods of violence. [. . .] the Spirit

is necessary in history to work to disintegrate the world and gradually discredit all the

gods of violence" (207). Needless to say, there is considerable irony in the pairing of

Girard's revelational Christian eschatological structure and my atternpts, here, to

problematize the workings of that structure in the scapegoating of Fagin and Maggie,

using Girard's definitions and stereotypes of the persecutions of scapegoats.

Girard defines persecution texts as "accounts of real violence, often

collective, told from the perspective of the persecutors, and therefore influenced by

characteristic distortions. These distortions must be identified [ ] in order to reveal

the arbitrary nature ofthe violence that the persecution text presents asjustified" (9).

Both Oliver Twist and The Mill on the Floss are, I argue" persecution texts. The

"real [collective] violence" of these texts is considered in my concluding chapter, "The

Crisis of the Scapegoat and the Rhetoric of Reform," along with the first of Girard's

four stereotypes that characterize the collective persecution ofscapegoats: the

"generalized loss of differences" (24) that occurs in tirnes of crisis when "[c]ulture is

somehow eclipsed as it becomes less differentiated" (14). In that chapter,I trace

parallels between contemporary nineteenth-century concems about electoral reform

and these novels' concerns with relationships befween class, mobility, and interiority.

Justifications of arbitrary violence are attributable to the texts' narrators since they

double as persecutors who "consider themselves judges, and therefore they must
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have guilty victims" (6), to recall one of Girard's maxims. Since the tyranny of the

omniscient narrators' authoriry in these novels is unrestrained, if not uncontested, by

other narrative elements, their justifications are arbitrary. It is the mechanics of their

narrative decision-makiñg-and "'every real cultural decision," Girard reminds us,

"has a sacrificial character (decidere, remember, is to cut the victim's throat)"

(1l4)-that make Fagin and Maggie scapegoats.

Also relevant is Girard's distinction between texts which do "not mention that

the victim is a scapegoat and force[...] us to articulate that fact instead." and texts

which do "tell[...] us explicitly that the victim is a scapegoat" (117). Both oliver

Twist and The Mill on tlrc Floss are in the former camp, at least where Fagin and

Maggie as scapegoats ofthe text are concerned. Whereas the scapego at inthe text

is "the clearly visible theme," the scapegoat of the text is "the hidden structural

principle" (119). According to Girard, only the text that structurally conceals the

scapegoat is a persecution text. For example, my discussion focuses on Maggie's

situation as a scapegoat ofthe text (where the constitution of Maggie's interiority is

"the hidden structural principle" which makes her death in the flood necessary) rather

than her situation as a scapegoat in the text (where Maggie's scapegoating after the

outing with stephen Guest, particularly by the women of st. ogg's, is clearly

articulated in the text). The revelation of Fagin's scapegoating is attributable to his

confinement within London's inner city and the structural opposition between Fagin's

Jewishness and Oliver's Christianity. Unlike Maggie's scapegoating, which is also
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obscured by the narrator's palpable preference for the protagonist of The Mill on the

Floss, Fagin's potential as scapegoat is made more evident by his narrator,s

expressions of revulsion towards him; however, his potential as scapegoat is hidden

by the wide distribution of punishments inOl¡ver Twist that obfuscate the significance

of Fagin's selection for exposure to legal judgement.

Stereotypes of Persecution

Girard's The Scapegoal contains useful descriptions of the four stereotypes

that characterize the collective persecution of scapegoats. The first three stereotypes

are: 1) the "generalized loss of differences" (24) that occurs when "[c]ulture is

somehow eclipsed as it becomes less differentiated" in times of crisis (14);2) the

association of scapegoats with "crimes that 'eliminate differences", (24),such as

incest, bestiality, and parricide; and 3) the selection of victims by criteria typified by

"the paradoxical marks of the absence of difference" (24),a such as physical or social

4 The phraseology of this third stereotype may require some clarification. As Girard
explains it, "[t]he signs that indicate a victim's selection result not from the difference
within the system but from the difference outside the system, the potential for the
system to differ from its own difference, in other words not to be different at all, to
cease to exist as a system. This is easily seen in the case of physical disabilities. The
human body is a system of anatomic differences. If a disability, even as a result of an
accident, is disturbing, it is because it gives the impression of a distrubing dynamism.
It seems to threaten the very system. Efforts to limit it are unsuccessful; it disturbs the
differences that surround it. These in turn become monstrous, rush together, are
compressed and blended together to the point of destruction. Difference that exists
outside the system is teni$ring because it reveals the truth of the system, its relativity,
its fragility, and its mortality" (21).
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signs considered to be abnormal, like disabitities, extremes of "beauty and ugliness,

vice and virtue, the ability to please and to displease" (19), as well as victims' status

as marginal outsiders or insiders, including those who are extremely poor or extremely

rich.

Lastly, the fourth stereotype, "stereotypes of violence" (24) against the

scâpegoat, can involve "total reconciliation" for the community after the victim has

been subjected to violence (and, in The scapegoa¡, this violence is always

murderous), since the victim, transmuted into a representative of the sacred in

mythological contexts, can "successfully polarize all the suspicions, tensions, and

reprisals that poisoned those relationships" (42) within the community. And since the

victim is "responsible for everything" (43),the cure as well as the sickness, the rdual

quality of the scapegoat is very much in evidence here. The scapegoat, or

pharmakos, is, as canadian literary theorist Northrop Frye explains, "neither

innocent nor guilty" (qtd. in Derrida, Dissentination l3z, note 59) and, like the

pharmakon, can represent both remedy and poison for a community. In this regard,

I abstain from engaging with Girard's assertion that the scapegoat after the Gospel

texts is innocent. This fourth category, "stereot¡ryes of violenc e," can involve the

apparently voluntary self-sacrifice of the victim, an aspect that is relevant to Maggie's

scapegoatingin The Mill on the Flos.c. For there can also be "subtle element[s] of

constraint [that] eat[. . .] away atthat freedom" and maintain the victim's status as

scapegoated victim (Girard 62). Since the stereotypes of violence are discussed over
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several chapters in The Scapegoat and consequently are varied and numerous, here I

mention just one other aspect of that violence that is signif,rcant to my analysis: the

frequency in scenes of collective murder in which "the murderers are in a circle

around their victim" (66); this will become significant in the discussion of Fagin's

situation in London's inner city as scapegoat of Oliver Twist.

Finally, it is necess ary toelaborate on how I employ Girard's second

stereotype of persecution, the association of scapegoats with'"crimes that'eliminate

differences"' (24), in my analysis of the two novels. While the examples listed above

(incest, bestiality, panicide) are, according to Girard, emblematic of such crimes, they

are not representative of the range or nuances of the type of criminality that Girard

outlines, nor the elasticity which, it seems to me, the term crime will bear in the

context of the scapegoat. Girard states that there are "[c]ertain accusations [that] are

so characteristic of collective persecution that their very mention makes modern

observers suspect violence in the air" (14-15). These crimes "choose as object those

people whom it is most criminal to attack," including symbols of authority, such as

kings and fathers, and "the weakest and most defenseless, especially young children"

(15). Frequently, the crimes are transgressions of strict taboos and religious

precepts, "such as profanation of the host" (15) while both Fagin and Maggie can

be charged with crimes that conform to the specific social, cultural, and legalistic

parameters that Girard outlines or adumbrates (pederastic and incestuous tendencies,

respectively), in my argument, the focus is on ideologically broad transgressive
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scenarios which, nonetheless, conform to Girard's stipulation that these are crimes

that "attack the very foundation ofcultural order" (15). Specifically, I argue that

Fagin's principal crime is his transgressive use of the domestic sphere that is a crux of

victorian ideological formu-lations, while the crime for which adult-Maggie is

scapegoated involves her inability to transition to a specifically bourgeois-classed

adult temporality as well as her suppression of selÊpleasing desires and

characteristics such as rebelliousness.

For a text to be persecutive, Girard considers it necessary for only two or

three of the four stereotypes to be evident. With regard to Fagin in Oliver Twist and

Maggie in The Mill on the Floss, all four stereotypes cân be found. In the first

chapter, the scapegoating of Fagin in Oliver Twist is explored specifically in terms of

the second and third stereotypes of persecution, with aspects of the fourth stereotype,

as highlighted above, evident in that discussion. There, I focus on the specifics of

Fagin and Oliver's structural opposition, Fagin's parody of the bourgeois domestic

sphere, his poaching on the property of the strong and his use of tactics available to

the weak, and, finally, the circumvention of Fagin's use of those tactics by the

mechanics of a triumphal Ch¡istian eschatology, and its attendant temporalizations,

which dominate the frnal pages of Oliver Twist. In the second chapter, Maggie's

scapegoating in The Mill on the Floss is also considered in terms of the same two of

Girard's four stereotypes of persecution. There, I explore critics' preoccupation with

the novel's ending, adult-Maggre and child-Maggie's structural opposition, the
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constant and inconstant attributes of Maggie's interiority, as well as the temporal and

classed implications of those attributes.

Hierarchical Difference and the Scapegoat

Plainly, Girard's The Scapegoathas been invaluable to me as I structure my

argument. Notwithstanding this, Girard's insistence that hierarchical difference

mitigates scapegoating practices is not supported by the scapegoating mechanisms

evident in Oliver Twist and The Mill on the Floss. In these novels, scapegoating

hinges on hierarchical differences between an inviolable or idealized childhood and a

degenerate adulthood that are thoroughly embedded in the structures of both novels

and, by the mid-nineteenth century, in many discourses in circulation in Victorian

culture.5 Significantly, in Oliver Twisî and The Mitl on the Floss, generational

hierarchization attributes inviolability and moral supremacy to a particular brand of

bourgeois childhood, a developmental stage with little actual power and authority,

while depositing degeneracy and scapegoatability on adulthood, the developmental

stage with the most actual power and authority. These novels' scapegoats are not,

5 For example, in Strange Dislocations: childhood and the ldea of Hunzan
Interiority,I780-1930, Carolyn Steedman considers how, throughóut the nineteenth
century, physiologists, medical practitioners, and parents held in thrall by their
discourses through popular child-care manuals and doctor's guides maintained that
"the end of growth," and of childhood, marked "the beginning of the material body's
decline" (64). I suggest that the ascription of decline to adult bodies is also shared by
adult interiorities inOliver Twist andThe Mill on the Floss.
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however, adults with power and authority within their culture. Fagin and Maggi e ate,

respectively, members of the lower and working classes and neither are enfranchised.

And yet, when the role of scapegoat settles on Fagin and Maggie, one implicit

justification is their adulthood, the degenerate half of à structurally hierarchical

continuum in these texts which exalts childhood. Significantly problematic, then, is

Girard's recourse to an.allegation about the originary status of the family and

hierarchy with regard to cultural and social order, respectively, when he claims that

"'the very foundation of cultural order" is "the family and the hierarchical differences

without which there would be no social order" (i5). when Girard makes the

unverifiable claim that hierarchy is intrinsic to social order and conflates order and

hierarchy, he engages in ajustification of hierarchical structuration that supports his

positioning of Jesus as singular Paraclete. In doing so, he sidesteps the ways in which

hierarchy is implicated in scapegoating mechanisms.

In addition to relying on a structurally embedded, hierarchical difference

between inviolable or idealized childhood and degenerate adulthood in these novels,

scapegoating services hierarchical formations in two particular and similar incidents,

one from Oliver Twist and one from The Mill on the Floss. In these incidents, a

grouping ofbourgeois or bourgeois and lower-classed characters scapegoat

hypothetical or actual others with disabilities either to assert or to tactically or

strategically bridge distances between members of those groupings. For example, in

oliver Twist, Brownlow and Losberne, newly introduced by Rose Maylie, consider
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how they might "bring this man, Monks, upon his knees" (374) and gain for Oliver his

inheritance and information about his parents, without compromising Nancy by

betraying her confidences. They wish to deal with Monks themselves, rather than risk

having him discharged by or only briefly in the custody of the legal system. Brownlow

fears that if either of these scenarios were to play out, "ever afterward, [Monk's]

mouth would be so obstinately closed that he might as well, for our purposes, be

deaf, dumb, blind, and an idiot" (374), ostensibly, this reference to those with

disabilities anticipates Monk's refusal to communicate what he knows about Oliver's

parentage and inheritance. However, those who do not hear, speak, see, or who

might be mentally ill are collectively depicted as obstinately uncommunicative by this

reference. In addition, this grouping is introduced as a new alliance between two

gentlemen, Brownlow and Losbeme, is being formed, and another member of the

gentlemanly class, Monks, also known as Edwin Leeford, is being targeted for

exclusion from the league of gentlemen. In this example, Brownlow and Losberne

employ the criterion of Girard's third stereotype, "the paradoxical marks of the

absence of difference" (Z4),which includes physical or social signs considered to be

abnormal, like disabilities, against hypothetical victims. Their use of this criterion is

coincident with the foreclosure of a class alliance with Monks that is insistently

asserted to exist elsewhere in the text among men of the same gentlemanly class.

While Monks is being ousted from this grouping, he is associated with those with

disabilities. Thus, two members of a group near the top of a hierarchical strucfure
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employ criterion associated with scapegoating to assert distance between them and

another member of that group, Monks, that contradicts a class alliance that is

otherwise sustained without exception in Oliver Twist.

Hierarchical formations are also serviced by scapegoating in The Mill on the

Floss. Bob Jakin and Aunt Glegg meet for the first time when Bob accornpanies

Tom to the Gleggs' to support Tom's request of a loan for Bob and Tom's joint

business venture. The scene stretches over more than seven pages of the text. It

opens with Aunt and Uncle Glegg's conversation within Bob's hearing in which the

Gleggs agree that it was "the man wi' no legs" who "murdered a young woman in a

lone place" (283). References to a "packman with a squint in his eye" (2g4), Jews,

tramps, and other assorted characters from various places and stations vaguely

depicted as more or less pitiable are frequent in this scene. Throughout, negotiations

take place for Aunt Glegg's purchase of rnaterials such as net and muslin from Bob, a

packman so low on St. Ogg's totem pole that he boasts about being responsible for

his mother's newly acquired ability to eat meat and potatoes regularly. During the

scene, spatial distance reinforces the classed hierarchical distance between the two

negotiators when Bob is left standing outside the open French window to converse

with Aunt Glegg while Tom, his Uncle and Aunt Glegg have tea inside. While the

negotiations take place, Bob flatters Aunt Glegg by calling upon her memories of her

privileged youth, her good looks, and her gentlewomanly station while disparaging the

lowness of his trade, his regular customers (such as "the poor lasses as live under the
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dark thack," "the huckste¡'s wife" [288], and "a lady wi' a cork leg" [290]) as well

as his goods, themselves, to convince Aunt Glegg of her bargain in this chapter, "Aunt

Glegg Learns the Breadth of Bob's Thumb" (277). Here, Bob and Aunt Glegg, two

characters near either end of a hierarchical class continuum, employ the lánguage of

disability associated with Girard's third stereotype regarding scapegoats to

temporarily bridge differences that classed hierarchy, itself, asserts, both to service

commodity exchange and to maintain hierarchical difference throughout that

exchange.

Girard's assertion that the maintenance of hierarchical distinctions can

preclude the activation of scapegoating mechanisms is not consistent with my analysis

of oliver Twist and, The Mitl on tlte F/oss. However, Girard's close readings of

historical and mythological texts convincingly support the scapegoating stereotypes

that he describes. While Girard's privileging of Christian structures and eschatology

is a move that poses conceptual difficulty for me, in the course of privileging Christian

frameworks, Girard also provides opportunities for considering his methodology,

which is not substantially disclosed until he analyzes Gospel texts. For example,

Girard considers witch-hunts. Catherine Golden, in her chapter "Prophetic Reading:

Maggie Tulliver of George Eliot's Thte Milt on the Floss," tells how critics "often

point out [. . .] lthat] Maggie-the dark-haired, dark complected 'gypsy,' even by

her own admission [. . .]-is judged a 'witch' by st. ogg's" (sa). In Girard's view,

"[t]he invention of science is not the reason that there are no longer witch-hunts, but
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the fact that there are no longer witch-hunts is the reason that science has been

invented. The scientific spirit, like the spirit of enterprise in an economy, is a by-

product of the profound action of the Gospel @rt" (204). An optimistic skeptic, I

respond to this kind of certainty and causal reasoning from origins with considerable

caution. Conveniently, however, Girard's use of the word "spirit" in association with

"enterprise in an economy," serves as a useful segue to my discussion in the chapters

that follow of the connections among kinds of mobility, interiority, and economic class

and Ch¡istian eschatology.
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Chapter One: Which Treats of Olíver Twíst as Persecution Text

and Explores the Specifics of the Scapegoating of Fagin

In Oliver Twist, Fagin is depicted as the detested Other. The narrator likens

Fagin to "some loathsome reptile" (1S6), as though Fagin were related to the serpent

in Eden. During her discussion of criminality in "Dickens's Newgate Vision: Oliver

Twist, Moral Statistics, and the Construction ofProgressive History," Sheila Sullivan

suggests Fagin's criminality "amounts almost to a species difference" (I32). In the

most notoriously criminal parts of early nineteenth-century London, "[n]ear to the

spot on which Snow Hill and Holborn Hill meet," Fagin is "in his proper element"

(235). Even in these areas, Fagin can be found "[a]voiding, as much as possible, all

the main streets, and skulking only through the by-ways and alleys" (235).

Moreover, Fagin is so emphatically positioned as part of London's degenerated inner

city, it is as if he were its progeny. "As he glided stealthily along, creeping beneath the

shelter of the walls and doorways, the hideous old man seemed like some loathsome

reptile, engendered in the slime and darkness through which he rnoved (186)".6

In contrast to Fagin, Oliver is so innocent that his visit to the Maylies'

"cottage at some distance in the country" Q90) is like a symbolic homecoming for

Oiiver because it resembles Eden. In the countryside around the cottage, "in the

6 Using oxymoronic phraseology which could also be descriptive of Fagin, Muray
Baumgarten calls London "a synechdoche for 'the attraction of repulsion' in
Dickens's realm" (196).
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balmy air, and among the green hills and rich woods" (290), even for denizens of the

city and for those "in the least reflective mind," there is "a vague and halÊformed

consciousness of having held such feelings [peace and quietude] long before, in some

remote and distant time, which calls up solemn thoughts of dístant times to come, and

bends down pride and worldliness beneath it" (290). Oliver is in his proper element

atthe Maylies' Edenic country cottage several years after his first breath but, initially,

Oliver is dissociated from nature as well as nurture. Describing Oliver's initial

difficulty with respiration, the narrator goes on to indicate that neither familial

caregivers nor Nature, who is Oliver's adversary here, are instrumental in helping

Oliver to breathe:

Now, if during this brief period, oliver had been surrounded by carefur

grandmothers, anxious aunts, experienced nurses, and doctors ofprofound

wisdom, he would most inevitably and indubitabty have been kitled in no time.

There being nobody by, however, but a pauper old woman, who was

rendered rather misty by an unwonted allowance of beer, and a parish

surgeon who did such matters by contract, Oliver and Nature fought out the

point between them. (45-46)

It becomes evident through Oliver's sudden and untutored Christian practice that he

is so pure a blow in the lungs from the Christian God may have helped Oliver take his

first breath.

The relationship between Fagin and oliver is one of mutually dependent and
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oppositional extremes. Foley cites Steven Marcus's suggestion that Oliver and Fagin

are "symbiotic characters" who cannot be turderstood "apart from each other" (227).

For example, while contrasts between the city and the country, so evocatively

described by Raymond William-s in The Country and the City,have commensurate

positive and negative connotations, the positive atlributes of the city are not

associated with Fagin nor are the negative attributes of the country associated with

Oliver. Traditionally, the city is associated with "learning, communication, light" and

the country with "backwardness, ignorance, limitation" (Williams 1). However, Fagin

almost invariably travels through the city at night and the first mention of Oliver

receiving formal education occurs in the country. In addition to his 'species' and

emplaced urban extremity, Fagin is on the extreme edge of moral and religious

continua that stretch between him and Oliver. To effect Fagin's condemnation, the

worldly, secular realm ofjustice colludes with otherworldly, religious principles in

oliver Twist, for "[r]eligion is the general theory of this world, its encyclopedic

compendium, its logic in popular form, its spiritual point d'honneur, its enthusiasm,

its moral sanction, its solemn compliment, its general basis of consolation and

justification" (Marx 54).

Fagin as Scapegoat in terms of Girard's Third Stereotype

The structural and symbiotic opposition between Fagin and Oliver in Oliver

Twist shows Fagin to bear the signs of the victim described in Girard's third
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stereotype, the physical or social signs of extremity. Fagin and oliver line up as

extreme structural opposites in almost every conceivable way. Interestingly, in this

sense, Fagin's selection as scapegoat over oliver is arbitrary, since oliver, too,

satisfies the criterion for the scapegoat in accordance with the extremities of the third

stereotype.T

Whereas Fagin is old and sentenced "to be hanged by the neck, till he was

dead" (469) at the novel's end, the narrative begins with Oliver's birth and ends

before he reaches adulthood. Fagan is exceedingly physically unattractive (he is "a

very old shrivelled Jew, whose villanous-looking and repulsive face was obscured by

a quantity of matted red hair" [105]), while the appearance of Oliver is so pleasing

that Toby Crackit says "[h]is mug is a fortun' to him" (209). Oliver's ¡elentless

innocence and virluousness is another contrast with Fagin, who is a personification of

vice. While Fagin can scarcely appear in the text without evoking some other

character's displeasure, including that of his own associates, "the sight of'oliver,

according to Brownlow, can turn "vice itself'and give it "the courage and almost the

attributes of virtue" (440). Actually, this assertion by Brownlow can be taken as yet

another sign of Fagin's irredeemability, since he is not depicted as one whit less vice-

laden even though Oliver is cert¿in that "his pale face and trembling limbs were neither

unnoticed nor unrelished by that wary old gentleman" (178). Finally, and perhaps

7 ltmay very well be possible to argue that Oliver is a scapegoat in Oliver Twist;
however, it would be very difficult to ârgue that Oliver is a scapegoat of the novel.
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above all other considerations, Fagin is an outsider because he is a Jew, the

administrator for and procurer of characters who steal and engage in prostitution, and

is selected for the narrator's strongest disapprobation. oliver, meanwhile, is an

insider because he is a Christian, an inviolable personification of childhood innocence,

and preferred by the narrator over all other characters in the novel. Needless to say,

Fagin exhibits numerous signs of the physical and social extremity associated with the

scapegoated victim.

The Crime that Eliminates Differences

The next of Girard7s stereotypes to be discussed in regard to Fagin is the

scapegoat's association with "crimes that 'eliminate differences"' (24), such as incest,

bestiality, and parricide. Wolff specifies pederasty as Fagin's specific crime, one

which would be fascinating to explore in this context, since sexual relations befween a

mature man and a young boy span a significant difference in age, but also feature a

significant similarity, as both are gendered male. However, the textual evidence for

Fagin as pederast, while suggestive (recall Fagrn relishing Oliver's limbs in the

passage cited above and see Sikes's taunting of Fagin, below), is primarily allusive

and relatively scarce. It is my contention that the principal contest between Fagin and

Oliver is over place. The crime that most definitively positions Fagin as scapegoat

(and certainly more than one can be identified) has to do with his proficient and

transgressive use of a particular kind of place that is a centrepiece of Victorian
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ideological formulations.

I suggest Fagin's principal "crime[. . ] that "eliminate[s] differences"'(Girard

24) involves the kind of home he makes in the midst of London.s InA Thousand

Plateaus,Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari déscribe vice as dense, crowded and

contagious as opposed to innocence, which is open, empty, and isolate. Their

characterization of these moral categories as concepts with spatial attributes applies

to stereotypes about the city and the country, as well as to the novel's descriptions of

Fagin's domestic affangements versus those of bourgeois homes. When in certain

parts of the city, Fagin is in his element; when in the country, Fagin is like a

supernafural apparition who appears to Oliver, yet whose footsteps cannot be

traced.e In the country, regardless of how open, relatively empty, and isolate it is,

Fagin has no place and leaves no tracks. However, in the city, Fagin makes a home

in its centre. rn"oliver Twist. Hegemony and the Transgressive Imagination,"

Vincent Newey points out the concentrical, "'outer-inner' topography" of the novel,

where "[t]he Maylies live in the country, Mr Brownlow in the suburbs, Fagin, Sikes

and Nancy deep in the city" (88). Dense with poverty and vice and crowded with

8 Sullivan comments on the relationship between Fagin and Victorian domesticity:
"Fagin's calculated perversion of domestic order [. . .] only aff,rrms the power that a
middle-class order might have over subjects at risk" (132).

9 Fagin's inability to leave marks in the country is characterized as supematural by
Deborah Heller in "The Outcast as Villain and Victim: Jews in Dickens's Oliver
Twist and Our Mutual Friend'. Oliver's "protectors search for footprints or other
evidence but are unable to f,rnd anything, which suggests that Fagin and Monks have
somehow disappeared from the scene by supernatural means" (47).
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desperation, Fagin's geographically inner city is construed as tempting and

contagious. While some of England's citizens are preoccupied with colonial

expansion and the export of their commercial, political and social mores to other

territories around the globe, here, smack-dab in the middle of "the first world-city"

(Baumgarten 199), Fagin makes a mockery of the domestic sphere that is England's

nationalistic bastion in the Victorian period and, along with London, an often

conflicted source of national pride.10

Fagin's home in the midst of the cify is an extended parody, satire, and

inversion of generalizations about the bourgeois, middle-class home. The bourgeois

ideal features a home that is stable, well-kept, and well-furnished, with clearly

demarcated gender roles. Both the Maylies' and Brownlow's are very well-managed

households- Oliver's pleasureftrl initial stay at Brorvnlow's is explicitly framed as a

contrast between the orderly and heavenly qualities of Brownlow's gentlemanly

abode and the noisy disorder of Oliver's previous institutional, working class, and

inner-city lodgings: "They were happy days, those of oliver's recovery. Everything

was so quiet, and neat, and orderly; everybody was kind and gentle; that after the

noise and turbulence in the midst of which he had always lived, it seemed like Heaven

itself'(143). In contrast to this bourgeois ideal, Fagin's home is transitory, broken,

10 In "Bleak Homes and Symbolic Houses: At-Homeness and Homelessness in
Dickens," Sicher draws atfention to "the sacred centricity of domesticity and'at-
homeness"'in Dickens's work, "whose boundaries must not be violated if decency
and culture are to be preserved" (34).
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dirty, furnished with only the barest of necessities, and defined by ambiguous gender

roles. For example, on their way to rob the Maylies, and after Nancy's murder, his

associates readily relocate to other transitory dwellings. Rather than fulfilling the

gendered role of a father who works outside the home and brings home the bacon,

Fagin stays home for the most part and cooks.sausages, gives lessons on how to be a

proficient pickpocket, and provides reading material for Oliver-"a history of the

lives and trials of great criminals" (196). Indeed, Foley suggests Fagin is modelled on

Dickens's mother Elizabeth, citing Fagin's feminization, while David Parker maintains

that "Fagin parodies a father" (134).rr Thus Fagin's gender ambiguity calls the

necessity of gender differences within the domestic sphere into question. Significantly,

it is primarily the younger people Fagin recruits, feeds, and houses who do the work

that sustains his domestic economy. Charley Bates and Jack Dawkins are sent out to

steal gentlemanly accoutrements, such as handkerchiefs, watches and snuff-boxes,

whereas Nancy and Bet engage in prostitution. Neither procreative nor material

production sustain Fagin's domestic economy; rather, that sustenance is provided by

the ongoing recruitment of new associates and the circulation of commodities formerly

the property of the bourgeois class, as well as sexual services to thatclass.12

11 In "oliver Twist. The Fugitive Family," Parker argues that "[i]n no other novel
[by Dickens] is the normal family more marginalizedthan it is in Oliver Twist- (126).
He also asserts that "the chief parody of family life [. . .] is provided by Fagin and his
gang" (132).

12 In his discussion of prostitution in "The Boys are Pickpockets, and the Girl is a
Prostitute': Gender and Juvenile Criminality in Early Victorian England from Oliver
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This transgressive use by Fagin of the domestic sphere both supports the

bourgeois economy (gentlemen replace their stolen accoutrements) and offers little

that is threatening to it so long as he remains sequestered within London's inner city

where he provides a home for those with few other options who poþulate London's

streets and whose loyaþ he retains. For instance, Nancy's loyalty to Fagin is not

shaken when Brownlow entreats her to "deliver up the Jew": "bad life as [FaginJ has

led, I have led a bad life too; there are many of us who have kept the same courses

together, and I'll not turn on them, who might-any of them-have turned on me, but

didn't, bad as they are" (4I2). While Oliver Twist's critique of the bureaucratic

infrastructure established by the state to care for orphans and the poor is cutting, the

novel's support of proper bourgeois homes as the most suitable destinations for these

populations is undercut both by their relative scarcity and by Fagin's effectiveness in

housing, maintaining, and entertaining those who work for him-provided they

continue to be useful and keep to his code of honour (as Nancy does not). Where

Fagin errs and calls down the fury of the gentlemanly class is in venturing beyond the

narrow confines of the inner city of London and its denizens. While Joseph Litvak

specifies Fagin's crime as against Christian children in general, it is more specifïcally

Fagin's attention to a particular kind of child, the bourgeois child represented by

Twist to London Labour," woolf points out that it is not turtil w. T. stead's
"Maiden Tribute of Babylon" in 1885 that "public recognition" is extended "from the
figures of the prostitute and procurer, to that of the patron, the respectable gentleman
as paying customer" (238).
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Oliver, coupled with his forays in pursuit of Oliver far outside the bounds of inner-city

London, that doom him.

Tactic I: Poaching

Fagin recruits two young people who come from outside of London. Noah

Claypole, one of Oliver's tormentors and Fagin's nemesis (whose significance to this

argument is discussed below), and, of course, Oliver, for whose securement Fagin

transgresses his confinement within the inner city. Here, interdisciplinary theorist

Michel de certeau's work inThe Practice of Everyday Life, whichrefers to

everyday life as "poaclzing in countless ways on the properly of others" (xii!-an

activity at which Fagin excels-, becomes very relevant. De Certeau distinguishes

between the "weak," who use "tactics'" to make time an advantage since the weak

have no stable base of operations, and the "strong," who use "strategies" to "conceal

beneath objective calculations their connection with the power that sustains them Íìom

within the stronghold of its own 'proper' place or institution" (xix-xx) . In Oliver

Twist, Fagin is among the weak because he is associated with places that are

transitory and unstable and because his actions are determined by tactical

considerations; Oliver, in contrast, is among the strong because he is allied with the

nanator and the narrator's proper place: the text, itself. Fagrn poaches the character

in whom the preeminently-placed narrator is most invested when Fagin tries to secure

Oliver for his own pulposes.
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As soon as Oliver effects his first (albeit circumstantial) escape from Fagin's

household, the most potent tool ín the scapegoating of Fagin is employed by the

narrator, that of religious affiliation. Early on, the narrator asserts that Oliver has

never learned how to pray:

'I hope you say your prayers every night,' said another gentleman in a gruff

voice, 'and pray for the people who feed you, and take care of you, like a

Christian.' [. . .] "Yes, sir,' stammered the boy. The gentleman who spoke

last was unconsciously right. It would have been very like a Christian, and a

marvellously good Ch¡istian, too, if Oliver had prayed for the people who fed

and took care of him. But he hadn'! because nobody had taught him. (5a)

Here, the narrator insists that oliver must be taught how to pray. There is no

evidence, however, that such instruction has taken place when Oliver begins to pray

at Brownlow's. Illogical as it is given these textual precedents, Oliver begins to speak

of heaven and to pray, untutored, as soon as he arrives at Brownlow's and

immediately after he learns that the games he played with Fagin, Jack Dawkins, and

Charley Bates were for pickpocketing practice. Proximity to Fagin has magically

inspired Oliver's immediate and untutored conversion to Christian practice.

Again, it is religious affiliation or, more specifically, the application of

stereotypes about a conspiratorial web of relation among those with Judaic

backgrounds, that returns Oliver to Fagin. When Oliver is provided with a new suit

of clothes by Brownlow, oliver "gave [his old clothes] to a servant who had been
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very kind to him, and asked her to sell them to a Jew, and keep the money for

herself' (144). Not only does Oliver immediately adjust to his new role as purveyor

rather than receiver of charity,r3 he also implies that any Jewish person will facilitate

the circulation of his old clothes. Soon after, Oliver is located by Fagin because of-

these clothes, "the accidental display of which, to Fagin, by the Jew who had

purchased them, had been the very first clue received, of his whereabout" (168).

Furthermore, this vision of a network of Jewish people who all know one another is

made at the expense of textual accuracy and consistency. Surely, the first clue Fagin

receives of Oliver's whereabouts is Nancy's report on the police officer who tells her

that"the gentleman's got [oliver]" and that the gentleman lives "somewhere at

Pentonville" (141). Regardless of these textual shenanigans, oliver's second

securement by Fagin is short-lived. According to de Certeau, "[w]hatever [a tactic]

wins, it does not keep'" (ix). Ultimately, in spite of Fagin's tactical manoeuvres to

recover Oliver, Fagin is unable to secure him. While timing is certainly key for Fagin,

the text works overtime to emphasize that neither the temporal tactics of the weak,

nor the poaching of the property of the strong, will be of use to Fagin for long. The

"accidental display" of oliver's clothes to Fagin, an opportunity "seized 'on the

wing,"'enables Fagin to "insinuate[..] [himself] into the other's place, fragmentarily"

13 Newey describes the ease with which Oliver adjusts to charitable practices at
Brownlow's: "social hierarchy comes very starkly to the fore: oliver, quick at
picking up on the philanthropic code of his new environment, asks a servant to sell his
old clothes to 'a Jew' and to keep the money" (75).
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(de Certeau xix), but only temporaúly.

Tactic II: Timing

Even the use of timing, the prevalent tactic of the weak, becomes unavailable

to Fagin, as well as to his principal associates, as evidenced by the frequent

references to clocks and watches throughout Oliver Twist. When Nancy and Bill

Sikes snatch Oliver while he is on an errand for Brownlow and return to Fagin with

him, "[t]hey had hunied on a few paces, when a deep church-bell struck the hour.

With its first stroke, his two conductors stopped, and tumed their heads in the

direction whence the sound proceeded" ( 159). Throughout the text, clocks and other

time-pieces are conjoined with stable structures or characters, Christianity, and the

distribution ofjudicial judgement. For instance, Nancy and Sikes go on to discuss the

specificity of the hour that has struck; it is eight o'clock, the hour when prisoners are

hanged. The uniformity of Nancy and Sikes's synchronized bodily responses to the

church-bell's chimes (both stop and tum their heads towards the sound) makes

Nancy and Sikes indistinguishable and interchangeable in relation to the church-bell's

temporal precepts.

Fagin and his associates are atthe mercy of time in a manner that differs

significantly from that of the bourgeois gentlemen who wear watches on their person

and need not depend on public clock-towers. When Brownlow and Grimwig wager

whether Oliver will return after being sent on an errand with money to pay the book-
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seller or whether he will abscond with the money, books, and his suit of new clothes,

Brownlow pulls out his watch, puts it on the table, and "the two old gentlemen" sit,

waiting, "with the watch between them" (152, 158). The phrase "with the watch

between them" in reference to this incident is repeated four different times in the

novel, including alate reference to Brownlow "rally[ing] [Grimwig] on his old

prophecy concerning Oliver" (476) during the summation of the fates of various

characters. Thus, the watch emphasizes the temporal control of the gentlemanly

class. Significantly, the gentlemen have it both ways, so to speak. Although Oliver

does not return atthat time, he does later, and fervently wants to return throughout his

time away. Thus, Brownlow, in a manner of speaking, has his wish. And since

Grimwig's pride is also on the table, and "he really did most earnestly and strongly

hope [...] that oliver Twist might not come back" (152), he, too, is satisfied. Even

after Oliver's return and Brownlow's repeated use of the incident to tease his friend,

Grimwig can contend"that he was right in the main, and, in proof thereof, remarks

that Oliver did not come back, after all; which always calls forth a laugh on his side,

and increases his good humour" (477).

As for Fagin, Nancy, and Sikes, watches, clocks, and laughter are not easily

reconciled. Synchronization among them in reference to clocks and in the context of

eschatological judgements with Christian overtones occurs on more than one

occasion: "It was a Sunday night, and the bell of the nearest church struck the hour.

Sikes and the Jew were talking, but they paused to listen. The girl looked up from
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the low seat on which she crouched, and listened too. Eleven" (398). Here, the

modest disjuncture in the synchronized responses among the three-Sikes and Fagin

talk and pause, while Nancy crouches and looks up to listen, as if demonstrating,

through gesture, her new subservience to some other, higher calling-signals Nancy's

imminent alienation from the two men, for she is scheduled to meet with Rose Maylie

at this hour, at the turn of the holiest day in the Christian week. When this meeting

does occur, she is observed by Noah. After he reports her conversation with Rose

and Brownlow, Nancy is judged to have betrayed her inner-city associates and is

killed by Sikes, an act that Fagin encourages him to perform and that is consistent

with the code of honour to which Fagin adheres: he enjoins his associates to be

"[s]taunch to the last" and "[n]ever peach[...]" (107).

In these examples, the focused attention of Fagin and his associates on clocks

and other overtly temporal considerations presage eschatological determinations. For

instance, when Nancy is killed by Sikes, her last words sound as much like a call for

mercy from eschatological determinations as from Sikes, who is included in her

appeal: "but we must have time-a little, lifile time" (422). In addition, the scene that

reveals Fagin's watch-fetish involves an unidentified "trinket" "so small that it lay in

the palm of his hand" with "some very minute inscription on it" and"amagnifîcent

gold watch, sparkling with jewels," as well as "at least half a dozenmore" watches,

over which Fagin's "muttered reflections" enunciate the code of honour that is to

doom Nancy (107). Here, it is evident that Fagin is unable to cash in on time: like
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the small trinket whose written inscription makes it nonnegotiable, the watch is

marked by its extravagant gold and jewels, precluding its easy circulation by Fagin.ta

In other words, references to time-pieces for Fagin, Nancy, and Sikes, the mutually

implicated denizens of London's inner city, frequently presage their inability to

circulate; to put it another way, these temporal references foretell their demise. And

for Fagin, death is not negotiable.

Fagin's Problematic Associates

In a novel with its share of nasty characters, Fagin is especially reviled both

by other characters in the text and by critics who write about Oliver Twist. For

example, Sicher describes Fagin as "a despicable villain" who is "not just brutish like

sikes" (147). Heller calls Fagin a "frgure of primordial and ubiquitous evil," who

"conveys a sense of overpowering and almost supernatural horror" (46). Reprieve is

unavailable and compassion difficult of purchase for Fagin, which is connected by

these critics to his exernplif,rcation of Jewish stereotypes. Given that Sikes kills

Nancy, I find it surprising how dowruight complimentary some critics are about Sikes

in comparison to Fagin. This may be because Sikes is the most resentful and

intransigent of Fagin's associates, or it may be due to Sikes's apparent potential to be

14 A number of critics mention the possibility that Fagin is a scapegoat for
capitalism. For example, in "Imagining'the Jew'. Dickens' Romantic Heritage,"
Efraim Sicher suggests Fagin's villainy may "deservel. . .] vengeful hatred" because
he is "a scapegoat for capitalism" (147).
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celebrated in nationalistic terms.

When Sikes first appears (and before he is even introduced), he goes on a

couple of verbal harangues against Fagin, including this one, where he hypocritically

disparages Fagin for his cruelty, as well as for his greed, age, and unattractiveness,

while alluding to Fagin's sexual interest in boys:

'What are you up to? Ill-treating the boys, you covetous, avaricious, in-sa-ti-

a-ble old fence?' said the man, seating himself deliberately. 'I wonder they

don't murder you; l would if I was them. If I'd been your 'prentice, I'd have

done it long ago, and-no, I couldn't have sold you afterwards, for you're fit

for nothing but keeping as a curiosity of ugliness in a glass bottle, and I

suppose they don't blow glass bottles large enough.' (136)

In spite of Sikes's own brutality and the murderous proclivities he voices here,

Newey's otherwise compelling article includes a disturbing celebration of Sikes.

Newey describes Sikes as one who "puts the conventional categories of super and

szå under severe pressure" (95). Sikes is "surely of the damned," Newey declares;

however, Sikes "invites little or no condemnation" (98). While introducing subtly

(English) nationalistic language (he characterizes Sikes as "built like a bulldog,

'stoutly,' with a 'bulþ pair of legs, with large swelling calves"' [emphasis added 95]),

Newey lauds Sikes for his "transcendent end" (99), as well as for "[h]is very status as

the antitype of Bunyan's hero [which] yields a mythic aura, and aids his entry into the

folk imagination as a figure beyond simple approval or disapproval" (98). Against
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considerable evidence, Nervey maintains that Sikes has "an uncompromised

independent life" (95).

However, almost half of chapter thirty-nine, "Introduces some respectable

Characters with whom the Reader is already acquainted, and shows how Mo4ks and

the Jew laid their worthy Heads together," describes Sikes's dependence on Fagin.

Sikes relies on Fagin for food, drink, money, opportunities, and good spirits, not to

mention Sikes's dependence on Nancy's caregiving during his extended illness. Here

is one of the many expressions of Sikes's dependence on Fagin in this chapter, in his

own words: "[w]hat have you[, Fagin,] got to say for yourself, why you should leave

me here, down in the mouth, health, blunt, and everything else; and take no more

notice of me, all this mortal time, than if I was that 'ere dog?" (349). I suspect that

Sikes's oppositional, yet dependent, relationship to Fagin illuminates Newey's

celebratory treatment of Fagin's most recalcitrant and oppositional associate as if

Sikes were a national literary hero.

Noah, another of Fagin's problematic associates, is the other character, in

addition to Oliver, who comes from outside of London and whom Fagin enlists to join

his group. While Fagin is in Newgate, "[h]is mind was evidently wandering to his old

life" (472), and he rails at both of the London outsiders. First, Fagin claims that

Oliver is "somehow the cause of all this"; then he moves on to Noah's, alias

"Bolter's[,] throat": "Bill; never mind the girl-Bolter's throat as deep as you can

cut. Saw his head offl" (472). Of course, Noah is also the character whose journey
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to London culminates in his inforrning on Fagin; thus Fagin's associations with

characters who come from outside of London, or even from outside its inner city, are

consistently problematic for him. As with Sikes, Noah's relationship with Fagin is

fraught with nationalistic reverberations.

In her introduction to British Romanticism and the Jews: History, Culture,

Literature, Sheila Spector describes the myth of the Anglo-Israelites generated in

England in the seventeenth century. This myth proposes that "the English were the

true descendants of Noah, via Japhet, and consequently, the truly chosen people, as

opposed to the ancient Hebrews, who were cast in the role of usurpers" (4). As if

calling on this association, the character Noah in Oliver Twist, who is every bit as

opportunistic and as predatory regarding younger people as Fagin, plays the part of

Judas to the more credible Hebraic descendant by informing on Fagin, after being

hired by him, in part, to do "something in the spy way upon others" (385).

Noah's similarity to Fagin is marked, for, even before he meets Fagin, Noah

would "like to be the captain of some band, and have the whopping of 'em, and

follering 'em about, unbeknown to themselves" (381). When offered a range of

opportunities by Fagin, including "snatching their bags and parcels" from "old ladies"

(385), Noah eihoes Fagin's preference for working with younger people by choosing

"[t]he kitchen lay," or taking money from "young children that's sent on errands by

their mothers" (368). Thus, further support for my conjecture that the character of

Noah plays off the biblical character who is progenitor in the myth of the Anglo-
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Israelites is provided by the similarities between Noah, the character who usurps the

role of Hebraic descendant, and Fagin, the character whose occupancy of that role is

rather less contestable. Furthermore, Noah produces his pseudonym, "Morris

Bolter" (386), upon meeting Fagin, as if seeking to conceal his appropriative role.

Noah is also key to the timely execution of Fagin. However, it is another

character from away, a "retumed transport" (443) named Kags, who provides the

first information regarding Fagin's fate. Like Magwitch in Great Expectatiozs, Kags

is under a death sentence ofsorts because he can be executed for returning to

England. Therefore, the deadly significance to Fagin of those who come from outside

London continues to pile up when Kags reports on Fagin's situation: "'The sessions

are on,' said Kags: 'if they get the inquest over, and Bolter turns King's evidence,

and of course he will, from what he's said already-they can prove Fagin an

accessory before the fact, and get the trial on on Friday, and he'll swing in six days

from this, by G-1"' (445). Thus, Noah, the character whose name recalls the

biblical personage on whom English attempts at appropriations of Hebraic traditíons

are based, facilitates Fagin's delivery to the eschatological judgement of the Christian

legal system.

Eschatological Space & Tíme and The Scapegoat in the City

Sheila Spector also discusses spatial and temporal eschatological distinctions

between the Judaic and Christian traditions. My consideration of these aspects of
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both traditions constitute my concluding remarks about Fagin's relationship in Oliver

Twist to Girard's second and third stereotypes regarding the persecution of

scapegoats, and serve as a segue to my discussion in the following chapter of these

same stereotypes regarding the scapegoating of Maggie inThe Mill on the Floss.

For Maggie, the Christian eschatological focus on time (or, more specifically, time's

surfeit) is an issue. Spector describes the "fundamentally different linguistic and

exegetical traditions that yielded contradictory attitudes towards eschatology" for

Judaism and Christianity: "Historically, Jewish messianism has revolved around a

communal restoration to the geographical Jerusalem, while Christian millenarianism

has focused on a prophesied Second Coming of Christ" (2). This spatial orientation

of Judaic eschatology, as well as the ternporal orientation of the eschatology of

Christianity, play out in oliver Twist and see Fagin punished by a Christian

judiciary's eschatological dictates even as he is scapegoated for his use of

space-both in terms of his transgressive use of the domestic sphere and his

occasional forays outside of his spatial confinement within London's inner city-as if

to prevent Fagin's occupation of a religio-geographical homeland that has been set up

in competition to that of his cultural tradition. Spector also details English efforts to

"fabricate a direct connection with Christian history, to the point [...] that Jesus had

been in England, and that London was the true Jerusalem" (4), via the myth of the

Anglo-Israelites. As a disenfranchised Jew in a Christian nation who is subjected to

the temporal dictates of its eschatolory, Fagin is unable to make time into lasting
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advantage. And as a Jew and one of the weak in de Certeau's terms, Fagin does not

have access to spatial emplacement that would enable him to make a stable home in

this imagined English Jerusalem.

In "The Pharmakos," French philosopher Jacques Derrida considers the 
-

relationship between the plzarmakos, oÍ scapegoat, of Athens and the city. Denida

describes how "the fAthenian] representative of the outside[, the pharma,tos,] is [...]

constituted, regularly granted its place by the community, chosen, kept, fed, etc. in

the very heart of the inside," while its ceremony is "played out on the boundary line

between inside and outside, which it has as its function to ceaselessly trace and

retrace" (133). Fagin is similar to the Athenianpharmakos'. he lives in the heart of

Victorian London, first in its inner city, then in Newgate prison, which is situated at

the medieval wall of the city, a boundary line, of sorts, between medieval and

victorian London.rs Destroyed in the Great Fire of 1666, and, again during the

Gordon Riots in 1780,16 Newgate has been built and rebuilt, its lines traced and

retraced.

15 Disturbingly transhistorical stereotypes of Jewish characters are pointed out by
critics. Heller maintains'"Fagin ranks as second only to Shylock as one of the most
memorable-and infamous-Jews of all English literature" (40). From medieval
literature there is "[t]he satanic Jew's role as anti-Christ," says Sicher, that "surfaced
in 'The Prioress' Tale' by Chaucer" (139). Thus the line that is traced and retraced
includes literary, as well as urban, historical boundaries.

16 Religious traditions also collide in The Gordon Riots of 1780. Lord George
Gordon led a crowd to the House of Commons to request that the l77B Roman
Catholic Relief Act be repealed.
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Derrida cites Byzantine didactic poet and scholar John Tzetzes's account of

the rite which associates the sacrifice of the pharmakos with the purification of the

city from "mischief," among other things, in Tzetzes's long poem, Thousand

Histories'.

If a calamity overtook the city by the wrath of God, whether it were famine or

pestilence or any other mischief, they led forth as though to a sacrifice the

most unsightly of them all as a purification and a remedy to the suffering city.

They set the sacrifice in the appointed place, and gave him cheese with their

hands and a barley cake and figs and other wild plants. Finally they burnt him

with fire with the wood of wild trees and scattered the ashes into the sea and

to the winds, for a purification, as I said, of the suffering city. (Dlssemination

133)

Derrida interprets this account as "[t]he city's body proper [. .] reconstitut[ing] its

unity "by violently excluding from its territory the representative of an external threat

or aggression" (133). Fagin, "the most unsightly of them all" in Oliver Twist, is not

taken outside the city, as is the Athenianpharmakos ("out of the body (and out) of

the city" [Derrida 130]). He is kept within London, in Newgate prison, and his

exclusion through death by hanging takes place outside its walls, but inside the body

of the city, using a tool in the shape of a cross that denotes Christian" rather than

Athenian, ritual with its "cross-beam, the rope, and all the hideous apparatus of

death" (Oliver Twist 475). As another French thinker, Michel Foucault
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understatedly puts it, "contemporary space is perhaps still not entirely desanctified"

(23) Foucault says a prison is a "heterotopia of deviation," "a counter-site, a kind of

effectiveiy enacted utopia ("a placeless place") in which the real sites, all the other real

sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested,

and inverted" (24).

Spector tells how Jews in England have argued"thattheir exclusion from

England was an impediment to Christian eschatology, which required a dispersal of

the Jews to the four corners of the earth as a prerequisite to the Second Coming" (6).

Fagin's containment and retainment, as well as his exclusion, are simultaneously

enacted by his scapegoating.
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Chapter Two: Which Treats of The Mítl on the Floss as Persecution Text

and Explores the Specifics of the Scapegoating of Maggie

In The Mill on the Floss, time is as much a problem for Maggie Tulliver as it

is for Fagin in Oliver Twist. However, time is a problem for Fagin because it is

limited; for Maggie, time is a problem because it is too plentiful. Maggie suffers from

a surfeit of time. Whereas Fagin is tenified of his imminent death by way of Christian

eschatological judgement, Maggie looks forward to death as a"fat, far-off rest from

which there would be no more waking for her into this struggling earthly life" (462).

She comes to regard death as a way of escaping the "troublous future" (359) she

expects to be her lot. For Maggie, death, not birth, entails "a sleep and a forgetting"

(Wordsworth, "Ode: Intimations of Immortality" 5.58); it solves for Maggie the

problem of time.

In a way, Maggre dies twice: finally, in the flood, and first, when chitd-

Maggie transitions to adulthood. For Carolyn Steedman in Strange Dislocations:

Childhood and the ldea of Human Interiority 1780-l930,"ftfhe most resonant

connection made by nineteenth-century physiologrcal inquiry was between growth

and death" (x). The dislocation of her title, in addition to other things, references "the

loss that provides the aetiology of the self; the imagined child embodies that loss and

dislocation" (ix). Child-Maggie is that imagined child for the narrator of The Mill on

the Floss; when Maggie transitions to adulthood, she enunciates the trauma of the

death in growth that Steedman describes: "I may not keep anything I used to love
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when I was little," says Maggie, "It is like death" (270), In Eliot's novel, a

conglomeration of forces acts on Maggie when she transitions to adulthood after this

first 'death.' These forces include a book by Thomas à Kempis, a grft to Maggre

from Bob Jakin, a lower-classed friend from the past who reappears in "A Voice

from the Past" (252); ongoing pressures from her family's financial circumstances

which first induce Maggie to seek employment doing plain sewing; and her

reacquaintance with bourgeois-classed Philip Wakem, whom Maggie meets "In the

Red Deeps" (266) directly after the narrator describes Maggie's "broad-chested"

"mould of early womanhood" (268). It is within the crucible of these juxtaposed

forces that Maggie becomes an adult. The gift from Bob fuels Maggie's attempts to

overcome passion with passivity; Maggie's employment shows the monotonous

present associated with working-classed adulthood; and Philip introduces the only

avenue that can transport Maggie into bourgeois-classed adulthood: marriage.

Adult-Maggie is scapegoated by the narrator because she does not make this

transition to a specifically bourgeois-classed adulthood.

Critics on the Ending of Tlrc Míll on the Floss

Whereas critics who write about Oliver Twist focus on various episodes in

the novel, most critics who write about The Mill on the Floss are preoccupied with

its ending, take an interpretive stance, and side with or against Maggie. Frequently,

critics view Maggie as an innocent, triumphant, or escapist victim, less frequently, they
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see Maggie as a guilty temptress who is overly passionate, self-indulgent or

narcissistic. An exemplar of the latter point of view is Peggy R. F. Johnstone in

"Narcissistic Rage in The Mill on the Floss." Johnstone details Maggie's

"aggressive actions toward Tom," her "anger at her parents' rejection" (L23), and her

"low position in a rigid society which allows very little room for upward mobility,

especially for women" (125); Johnstone then diagnoses Maggie as suffering from

narcissistic rage. In Johnstone's view, the flood ending frees Maggie from "a

repetition-compulsion which causes her to re-enact her sense of injury by repeatedly

injuring others" (135-36); the flood also "brings Maggie and Tom permanently back

together through death" (138). Critics are divided about whether to interpret the

ending as more or less fortuitous, as Johnstone does, or more or less tragic, as does

Neil Hertz in his article "George Eliot's Life-in-Debt." HeÍtz regards Maggie as the

"supplementary force" of passion which is judged to be "as potentially dangerous as a

flood" (ó8); she must be destroyed both to authorize the narrator and purge the

"narrative voice of dangerous passion" (68). For Susan Fraíman, it is neither Maggie

nor Tom who is judged, but the Bildungsroman,whichis "fatally assimilated to

Maggie's downward spiral" and "traumatically abandoned" (50).

Some critics are more ambivalent about the ending. For example, Theresa

Crater regards the flood as "at once reconciliation and retribution" and the only way

Maggie can "survive" aftet her "radical break with male culture" (155). Similarly

ambivalent is Catherine J. Golden in "Prophetic Reading: Maggie Tulliver of George
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Eliot's The Mill on the Floss (1860)"; Golden suggests that Maggie may "triumph,"

but as a "vehicle[...] of mourning" (90). Both Ewha Chung and José García Landa

see Maggie's death as an escape. However, Chung interprets the ending both as a

return home "to a fantasy version of her childhood with Tom" (S17) and as Maggie's

only escape from "the oppressive society of St. ogg's" (819). In contrast ,Landa

views Maggie's death by water as "an oblique symbol of the weight of social

conformity" in general (80). Hertz suggests "[w]e can think of ambivalence as a

'pulsation' that has taken the form of a motivational node or knot in The Mill on the

Floss" (67). Given Hertz's suggestion, critics' ambivalence about the ending may

well have to do with the way the novel is structured.

Several critics explicitly identifu Maggie as an outcast or discuss the sacrificial

components of the novel's economy that are characteristic of the scapegoat. In their

introductionto The Mill on the Floss and Silas Marner, Nahem yousaf and

Andrew Maunder speculate that Eliot, "[c]onstrained herself by the ideologies of

realist fiction, [...] cannot envisage any existence wherein her independent, free-

spirited heroine will be anything other than an outcast" (13) yousaf and Maunder

are joined by Galia Ofek and others who suggest that The Mill on the Floss has an

inherently sacrificial economy; however, these critics discuss Maggie's scapegoating

in the text, in other words, her treatment by other characters and members of St.
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Ogg's society.rT Critics' ambivalence regarding the ending of The Mitl in the Floss

indicates Maggie's viability as scapegoat of the text, since the scapegoat's liminal

positioning as both innocent and guilty is intrinsic to its deflrnition.

Esty and the Disjuncture between Maggie's Childhood and Adulthood

Following Joshua D. Esty's lead in "Nationhood, Adulthood, and the

Ruptures of Bildung. Arresting Development in The Mill on the Floss," I consider

what the ending of the novel has to do with the narrative treatment of Maggie's

childhood and adulthood. My thinking about the novel's characterizations of

childhood and adulthood as they relate to Maggie's scapegoating has been informed

by Esty's observation that the novel's "individual histories unfold as sequences of

rupture and loss, of separate and disjunctive states" ( 101). Esty also asserts that The

Mill on the Floss takes an "anti-teleological stance" (101) and that it refuses the

Bildungsroman's "nonnal telos of adulthood" (115). Thus, the flood, for Esty,

"provides a kind of artificial or arbitrary endpoinf'that "draws attention to the losses

attendant on the conventional process of Bildung" (116). While I agree with Esty's

contention that "[t]he process of maturation generates absolute losses for Maggie"

and that "there are moods, sensations, relationships, and experiences that cannot

survive into adulthood" (105), I disagree with his related assertion that the novel does

17 Hertz suggests that "the motif of sacrificial exchange" "shapes the time schemes"
of both Eliot's fiction and her autobiographical writing (60).
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not "posit an 'adult Maggie"' (115). First, I address Esty's omission of Maggie's

attempts to earn an independent living; second, I consider evidence that contradicts

Esty's assertion that Maggie does not transition from childhood to adulthood.

According to Esty, "the standard novel of education" requires a protagonist

who "develops autonomously within a knowable social world" (107). Although he

reads The M¡ll on the Floss against these and other expectations of the

Bildungsroman genÍe,Esty ignores the remunerative employment that enables

Maggie to live autonomously. For example, Esty does not discuss the work Maggie

does both in St. ogg's and when she is away. Instead, he speculates about what

Maggie's time away would be like: "Even if Maggie could surmount the constraints

of her backward and provincial circumstances, however, she would fînd herself in a

metropolitan culture dominated by men" (109).

Yet Maggie does spend two years away in a "dreary situation" (327) ata

girl's school, a space unlikely to be dominated by men. She works in "a third-rate

schoolroom, with all its janing sounds and petty round of tasks" (345). while no

specif,rc information is provided about the school's location, it is some distance from

St. Ogg's. For the day after Maggie returns from that situation, "[t]he sight of old

scenes had made the rush of memories so painful that even yesterday she had only

been able to rejoice in her mother's restored comfort and Tom's brotherly

friendliness as we rejoice in good news of friends at a distance, rather than in the

presence of a happiness which we share" (336). Furthermore, Maggie plans to go
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"into service again" as a "teacher or governess" rather than remain in St. Ogg's at the

home of one of her aunts, an option prefened by them once she becomes

"ornamental and useful" in their eyes (409). of course, after the boat ride with

stephen, Maggie does not go away; instead, she stays in st. ogg's and works for Dr.

Kenn "as a daily governess for his younger children" (457)until that means of earning

a living ends when gossip about Dr. Kenn and Maggie begins. Another of Maggie's

autonomous actions to gain employment occurs before her father's death, when

Maggie takes in plain sewing to help pay off her father debts and faces "Tom's

reproof of her for this unnecessary act. 'I don't like my sister to do such things,' said

Tom; 'I'll take care that the debts are paid without your lowering yourself in that

way"' (263). still, Maggie hangs "diligently over her sewing" and, in this context, is

"'a sight anyone might have been pleased to look at," pafücularly Mrs. Tulliver, who is

"getting fond of her tall, brown girl" now that this formerly "'contrairy' child was

become so submissive, so backward to assert her own wlll" (264). counselling

Maggie's submission and inspiring her to moderate her will is the Christian doctrine of

Thomas à Kempis: "Thou oughtest [. . .] to call to mind the more heavy sufferings of

others, that thou mayest the easier bear thy little adversities, And if they seem not

Iittle unto thee, beware lest thy impatience be the cause thereof' (260). Altogether,

these are noteworthy examples of Maggie's attempts to contribute to her family's

income, to preclude or reduce her dependence on family members, and to earn her

living independently that follow Maggie's reading of Thomas à Kempis.
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in his omission of Maggie's work, Esty has plenty of company, for critics

seldom consider Maggie's efforts to earn an independent living or her time away from

St ogg's. For instance, while Fraiman does take into account"Magg¡e's wishes to

learn Latin and earn money by plain sewing," wishes which "typify her futile efforts to

make Tom's Bildung her own" (40), she does not mention the two years Maggie

spends away working at a girl's school. From this one-line reference to Maggie's

efforts at independence, Fraiman moves directly into Maggie's flight to the grpsies, an

exampie from Maggie's childhood that Fraiman sees as illustrative of Maggie's

perpetual return "back to where she began," "the claustrophobic 'female' mode"

(41). As Fraiman concludes her chapter, she acknowledges the ideology she

services while employing the Bildungsroman in relation to The Mill on the Floss:

her "own feminist phantom. t ] ta] different way of reading for formation" (48)

which "reformulate[s] development as a matter of social context and conflict" (49).

In the course of her "genealogy of the lBildungsromanf geffe" (34), Fraiman

comments on the constitution of the Bildungsroman and other genres and how they

are employed by critics: "If genres are simply pragmatic constructs then they are all

phantoms, defined in the service of some explanation (and ideology) or another" (48).

Fraiman summarizes Marianne Hirsch's interpretation of The Milt on the Floss as a

Bildungsroman in"a recuperated 'female' register," "in this case a developmental

model valuing inner over outer growth, return to origins over separation from family"

(33). Then Fraiman suggests that "[w]hat looks like a disastrous Bildung by male
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standards may actually look something like success within a renovated paradigm"

(33)

Esty does not consider Maggie's independent actions to gain employment,

but he does enlist an edict of the Bildungsroman other than that of the (frequently

male) standard of autonomous development in order to focus on how The Mill on

the Floss does not conform to the geme's conventions.rs When Esty indexes the

novel according to Bildungsroman conventions but characterizes it as an "aîti-

Bildungsroman" (r07), The Mitt o,n the Floss becomes an object, even a shadow, of

aspects of that genre. He rnaintains that "[t]he absence of a marriage plot for Maggie

is the most important index of the novel's break from Bildungsroman conventions:

without a husband, she cannot be recognized as a fully 'formed' woman" (l l0).

Presumably, it is the genre that cannot recognize Maggie "as a fully 'formed' woman"

unless she has a husband. Two potential maniage partners are plotted for Maggie,

although she does not marry either of them. To support his argument that the novel is

"anti-developmental" (111), Esty pragmatically relies on a particular edict of the

Bildungsroman to maintain that Maggie is never an adult because she is never

married-

18 while commenting orr"a heightening of [the Bildungsroman'sf preoccupation
with the solitary, ever more introverted self'within the British tradition, Fraiman notes
that "'[t]hese views of the Bildungsroman aÍe structured by and structure assumptions
not only about the (male) protagonist's autonomy but also about his progressive
development through the world" (35).
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Despite his recognition of the disjuncture between childhood and adulthood

as it pertains to individual histories, Esty joins critics who overwrite one generational

aspect of Maggie's characterization with another and acknowledge neither the

substantial and significant differences between Maggie as a child and Maggie as an

adult, nor the novel's overt markings of her transitions from one generational category

to another. For instance, there is an explicit reference to Maggie's movement away

from childhood when she is thirteen and fetches Tom from Stelling's school after their

father loses the lawsuit and the mill: "[Maggíe and Tom] had entered the thorny

wilderness, and the golden gates of their childhood had forever closed behind them"

(173). Then, after a period in the text when descriptions of Maggie seem like a

tentatir¡e delineation of adolescence,te the narrator reintroduces an adult Maggie

whom "[o]ne would certainly suppose to be further on in life than her seventeenth

year," who is about to be courted by Philip, and whose "broad-chested figure has the

mould of early womanhooc- (268). Furthermore, there is a "slow, resigned sadness"

in Maggie's glance at this time, and a "hushed expression such as one often sees in

older faces under borderless caps'" (268). These descriptions delineate Maggie's

adult characteristics years before Maggie's fateful encounters with Stephen, one of

Maggie's opportunities to obtain the husband without whom some edicts of the

19 Robson describes attempts to define a stage between puberty and adulthood in
the 1870s and recommends Deborah Gorham's The victorian Girl and the
Feminine ldeal for a discussion of "the relatively late introduction of the concept of
adolescence in the nineteenth century's changing definitions of girlhood" (227 n.21).
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Bildungsromún cannotrecognize Maggie "as a fully'formed' woman."

Adult-Maggie as Scapegoat in terms of Girard's Third Stereotype

ln Oliver Twist, a structural opposition obtains between Fagin, a Jew and an

aged man with limited means, and Oliver, an inviolable representative of bourgeois

Christian childhood, which positions Fagin as scapegoat in terms of his physical and

social extremity, the third of Girard's stereotypes in persecutions of scapegoats. A

similar structural opposition obtains inThe Mill on the Floss between Maggie in

adulthood, who restricts her reading to "the Bible, Thomos à Kempis, and the

Christian Year" (264), and Maggie in childhood, who reads whatever she can get

hold of, including Daniel Defoe's The [PoliticalJ History of the Devil (1726).20 An

illustration in the latter volume depicts an old woman with whom child-Maggie

syrnpathizes. The woman is not a witch if she's drowned and damned as a witch if

she doesn't drown. Maggie uses conditional verbal phrases and speaks skeptically

about heaven as a destination for this woman if she is drowned'. "Only,I suppose,

she'd go to heaven, and Godwould make it up to her" (emphases added l1).

Maggie says the blacksmith depicted in the same illustration is "'the devil really' (here

Maggie's voice became louder and more emphatic), 'and not a right blacksmith; for

20 While Eliot's novel refers to Defoe's book as The History of the Devil,likely
referring to an early-nineteenth-century engraved edition with that title dated 1815,
Golden explains that the book was originally entitled The Political History of the
Devil.
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the devil takes the shape of wicked men"' (11). In her chapter onThe Mill on the

Floss in Images of the Woman Reader in Victorian British and American Fiction,

Golden both contextualizes Maggie's reading and explains how "the storytelling

impulse of Eliot's art affects, as well as remakes, the texts introduced in her novel"

(80). Golden claims "Maggie makes a gendered assumption that misreads Defoe,

who argues the opposite: 'the walking devils that we have generally among us, are of

the female sex"'(84). whether this is a misreading by Maggie or a difference of

opinion between Maggie and Defoe is debatable. "Even if Maggie misreads Defoe's

ideas of gender and deviltry," continues Golden" "her sympathetic reading of the witch

explains her own position as an untraditional woman in her male-dominated society"

(84). Although Golden later refers to Maggie's reading of the illustration as a

foreshadowing of her fate, here, Golden appears to be among those critics who

ovenvrite one generational aspect of Maggie's characterization with another. Maggie

becomes a passive and very religious (if somewhat heretical) adult who does what it

is traditional for women with limited means to do in the mid-níneteenth century, such

as work in a girls' school, as a governess, or sewing at home; therefore, I would

suggest Maggie in adulthood is more traditional than she is untraditional. However,

when Maggre is a child, she is rather skeptical about religious matters and,

untraditionally, keeps a fetishized doll in the attic that she ginds and beats while she

expels every other element from her consciousness except passion.

While child-Maggie's characterizatíon, like Oliver's, is an idealized
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construction of childhood, it is certainly a different sort of idealization, for it devolves

on child-Maggie's knowingness and her eagerness to know, share, or debate what is

known (including the gender of deviltry), rather than on Oliver's brand of ineluctable

innocence. Whereas Fagin is degenerate in relation to Oliver, the narrator depicts

Maggie in adulthood as a degeneration from Maggie in childhoodbeginning at the

point in the text where Maggie discovers Thomas à Kempis, gets work plain sewing,

and meets Philip in the Red Deeps. Soon after reading where "some hand, now

forever quiet, had made at certain passages strong pen-and-ink marks, long since

browned by time" (260), Maggie "turn[s] her back on the vain ambition" she has had

since childhood "to share the thoughts of the wise" (264). Since evidence for the

degeneration of adult-Maggie depends on changes in the interior she shares with

child-Maggie, such as her moderation of her desire for knowledge and of her will, her

degeneration is not readily manifest in her physical and social characteristics, as is

Fagin's degeneracy.

Nonetheless, there is a structural opposition between Maggre in adulthood

and Maggie in childhood, in terms of physical and social characteristics, that is similar

to the structural opposition between Fagin and Oliver. However, the positions are

reversed. To be more specifîc, Fagin is degenerate in relation to Oliver because

Fagin is a Jew, unattractive, and the epitome of vice, whereas adult-Maggie is more

religious, attractive, and virfuous than child-Maggie and the degeneration of the

former from the latter depends on changes in aspects of their shared interiority. In
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terms of her physical attributes, child-Maggie with her strong features and

unmanageable hair is ahnost as unattractive as Fagin (whose strong nose is

prominently featured in Cruikshank's illustrations and whose hair is matted), while

adult-Maggie is, like oliver, very attractive. child-Maggie's "ungovernable" (ofek

86) black hair that "won't curl" (7) (and which Maggre unceremoniously cuts off), her

"brown skin as makes her look like a mulatter" (7) (according to her mother), her

"poor" strong-featured "phiz" (25) (the narrator's contribution to the lack of appeal in

child-Maggie's physiognomy), and her "overgrown" (51) physique mark child-

Maggie as a "small mistake of nature" (7). But in adulthood, these same

characteristics transform Maggie into a "dark-eyed nymph with her jet-black coronet

of hair" (337). The revelation of adult-Maggie's statuesque beauty is emphasized

when it becornes integral to a joke played on Stephen by Lucy Deane. Lucy's

willingness to have Stephen assume Maggie is a "fat blond girl with round, blue eyes

who will stare at us silently" (328) rebounds on Lucy when Stephen falls in love with

her cousin. Thus, Maggie contains within the disjunctures of her own characterization

the extremes of ugliness and beauty that mark the scapegoat in Girard's third

stereotype regarding texts of persecution.

To continue with the comparison, a reversal like the one that occurs in regard

to child- and adult-Maggie's oppositional physical characteristics, as compared with

Oliver's and Fagin's, also occurs with the signs of social extremity, the other aspect

of Girard's third stereotype. Child-Maggie is similar to Fagin, for she is seldom able
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to please anyone: not Tom when she forgets about his rabbits and they die, not her

mother when she messes her clothes or puts her head in a water basin to circumvent

Bessy's attempts to get it to curl, and certainly not her aunts. Aunt pullet's

displeasure with child-Maggie extends to "a haHlformed project of paying for

Maggie's being sent to a distant boarding school" (115). In contrast, when Maggie is

an adult, Aunt Pullet is among those who want Maggie to stay with them: "r'm not

going to give Maggie any more o' my Indy muslin and things if she's to go into service

again when she might stay and keep me company and do my sewing for me if she

wasn't wanted at her brother's" (409), says Aunt Pullet. More discussion of adult-

Maggie's ability to please, and to please men in particular, follows soon after, when

Mr. Glegg says, "Don't let us hear of you taking a place again,Maggie. Why, you

must ha' picked up half a dozen sweethearts at the bazaaÍ" (409).

Overall, Maggie's characterization, as Esty points out, is extremely

disjunctured: she is portrayed as unattractive and perpetually on the move in

childhood, but beautiful and much less mobile when she is an adult; as a vice-ridden

child, but an adult capable of sustained periods of virtuous action; and as mostly

displeasing to everyone (except her father) in childhood, but able to please almost

everyone (except Tom) when she is an adult, at least until her fateful boat ride with

Stephen. Yet Maggre's characterization also manifests a continuity that persists

throughout the length of the novel. What sets Maggie apart from other characters in

the novel continues to distinguish her throughout childhood and adulthood and
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demonstrates the workings of her scapegoating is her elaborately spatialized interiority

and its temporal orientations.

Maggie's Spatialized Interiority

In "Working out Interiority: Locations and Locutions of lpseity," Seán Hand

"traces the evolution of the notion of interiority in Westem thinking from Plato to

Lévinas" (422). He calls interiority "one of the most pervasive utopias of Western

philosophy" (422):

Its place, limits and functions, together with the names given to its associated

states or actions, change in accordance with the evolution of key elements in

Western thinking, such as cosmology or will or language. But through these

changes there persists the necessary dimension of an inwardness which

ríeiines through distinction an objectivisedother, anci so, by * increasingiy

explicit process, the region thereby given to interiority itself. It is only through

such an operation, in fact, whether it is dramatized as reflection, perception,

intuition, the play of inner and outer, the being of Being, or the operations of

language, that interiority is defined or even definable. This process of

internalisation often serves to evade the pre-original question of what and

where interiority is, by concentrating the debate on the element intemalized

and hence silently assumed by the already waiting inwardness. It is through

inwardness, as a site or result of determinatiory that the ideologies of the day
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can be recorded as on a wax block. (422)

Eliot's narrator, the principal processor of internalisation in The Mill on the Floss, is

evasive, perhaps even slippery; however, "the pre-original question" of where, if not

precisely what, Maggie's interiority is does get worked out to some degree in spatial

and metaphorical terms. In other words, some of the characteristics of the

emplacement, or the where, of Maggie's interiority are considered. For example,

"Maggie, with all her keen susceptibility,yet felt as if the sorrow made larger room for

her love to flow in and gave breathing-space to her passionate nature" (235).

"Room" connotes "dimensional extent" (oED), accommodation, scope, and the

division of a structure such as a house into compartments, among other things. Both

receptive and reciprocal qualities are attributed to Maggie's interiority in the context

of the rootn made for love by sorrow and by the descriptors "flow in" and "breathing-

space." It is as if there is only a permeable membrane to distinguish Maggie's interior

from that what is exterior to it. David Hillman discusses breath in his article "The

Inside Story," which explores early modern interiority and the ways inner self and

outer world are figured in william Shakespeare's Hamler. Generally, Hillman

maintains, breath shows "the interpenetration of internal and external" (316), in other

words, the continuity, rather than the disjuncture, between the two. More

specifically, at the end of some of Shakespeare's plays, breath figures "a maturation

toward an acceptance of one's indwelling in the world (and vice versa)" (316).

Maggie's father has just learned that he is bankrupt when sorrow makes room for
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Maggie's love, Maggie, who is trying to comfort him, is in the midst of the

developmental stage I have referred to as a tentative delineation of adolescence. She

is learning to accept, as he, it seems, cannot, the change in her father's fortune.

Therefore, Fraiman's suggestion that Maggie's is a "stubbornly relâtional mode" may

begin to address the question of what Maggie's interiority is. The what of Maggie's

interiority may have to do with "the formal tendency of Eliot's novel [. . .] to establish

character interactively" (Fraiman 48). Maggie's interiority may resemble Hand's

summation of the Lévinasian notion of proximity, or "the ethical imbrication of same

with other, interiority with exteriority" (432). If so, the where and the what of

interiority are themselves imbricated in Maggie' s characterization.

Typical of descriptions of interiority, according to Hand, is a great deal of

concentration on elements that arc internalized; in regard to Maggie's interior having

"larger rooÍt," the elements jockeying for space include keenness and susceptibility,

as well as love, solrow, and passion. Of the five elements, passion is inherent or

proper to Maggie's nature, since it is her "passionate nature" that is given breathing

space by fluctuations of sorrow and love. This supports Hertz's assertion that

Maggie is the "supplementary force" of passion (68). In another exarnple, Maggie

grinds and beats her fetishized doll, "sobbing all the while with a passion that expelled

every other form of consciousness-even the memory of the grievance that had

caused it" (21). Here, "expelled" indicates a spatialized receptacle of consciousness

from which "other form[s] of consciousness" are temporarily ejected; only passion
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remains. A principal ideology inscribed on Maggie's interiority is the

insupportableness of an interiorized space such as Maggie's, a space that is both

spacious and permeable yet expels or suppresses conflicting elements of that

interidrity. These expulsions or suppressions contribute to Maggie's status as

scapegoat.

In addition to this concentration on the elements that are internalized, there

are numerous references to the comparative width, nalTowness, and depth of

Maggie's and Tom's interiors. Hand describes the persistence of "the necessary

dimension of an inwardness which defines through distinction an objectivised other"

(422). The principal other from whom Maggie is distinguished is Tom. In Cul.ture,

Class and Gender in the Victorian Novel, Arlene Young maintains that interiority is

"the essence of the bourgeois character in nineteenth-century British novels"; this

"strong sense of a personal and integrated identity" (46) is accorded Maggie, but not

Tom. For example, the integration signalled by the accommodation made for love by

sorrow in Maggie's interior does not extend to Tom: "Of those two young hearts

Tom's suffered the most unmixed pain" (234). The interpenetration of elements and.

the conflict amongst them that characterizes Maggie's interior does not apply to

Tom's interior, which rigidly organizes impressions once they are received and does

not alter that arrangement afterwards. Furthermore, when an expansive imagination

is called for, Tom's is "on the stretch" (148) because of "the narrow tendency in his

mind to details" (150). In comparison, Maggie has "wider thoughts and deeper
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motives" (278). After Maggie's discovery of self-renunciation via Thomas à Kempis

and her first meeting with Philip in the Red Deeps, Maggie's consideration of Philip's

offer of "books, converse, affection" (292) follows a meditation by the narrator on

the limitations Maggie places on herself after imbibing this religious text. Even so, as

"her prospect,?'Maggie has the "unfathomed sþ": "Here suddenly was an opening in

the rocþ wall which shut in the narrow valley of humiliation where all her prospect

was the remote unfathomed sky; and some of the memory-haunting earthly delights

were no longer out of her reach" (292). The interiors of Maggie and Tom are

described using comparative spatial metaphors and attributes; while Tom's is

unrelentingly narrow, a corresponding contraction in Maggie's exists in response to

reading Thomas à Kempis but is leavened, nonetheless, by Maggie's prospect of the

sky's unfathomable distance.

Maggie's interiority has both constant and inconstant attributes or elements.

Spatially' in terms of their boundaries, both Maggie's and Tom's interiorities are

constant throughout the novel. Maggie's interior constantly expands and contracts,

like a pair of lungs, as ít adjusts to elements that are intrinsic (such as passion) or

extrinsic (like the introduction of passivity via Thomas à Kempis), but her interior is

consistently depicted throughout as spacious and accommodating of elements, even

when those elements are in conflict. Tom's interior is consistently rigid and narrow.

when Maggie is a child, the bouncing of manifold qualities, such as being

demonstrative and rebellious, the need to be loved, and the capacity for great misery,
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as well as room for so much imagining and remembering that much is forgotten, are

significant to descriptions of Maggie's spacious interiority. In contrast, Tom is "a boy

who adhered tenaciously to impressions once received; as with all minds in which

mere perception predominates over thought and emotion, the external remained to

him rigidly what it was in the first instance" (149). These characteristics and the

"desire for mastery" (80) point to Tom's decidedly bounded and only s-emi-

permeable interior, which is integral to his character until the end of his life. But while

the permeable parameter of Maggie's interiority is a constant feature, she renegotiates

the constitution of its elements. For example, she attempts to evacuate elements such

as egoism and self-love after she discovers Thomas à Kempis among the books tied

with string that Bob brings for her. Whereas Tom's most signif,rcant revelation

involves the perceptual fallibility of his vision, and comes only at the novel's end when

he is "pale with a certain awe and humiliation" at"the depths in life that had lain

beyond his vision which he had fancied so keen and clear" (470).

in the chapter "Tom comes Home," Tom's narrowly bounded and rigid

interiority is emphasized as soon as he arrives. In regard to the boundedness of his

interiority and his undistinguished physiognomy, he is said to be one of many, and the

promises he makes (and always, inflexibly, keeps) are frequently to himself. Tom has

just "promised himself that he would begin to fîsh the first thing tomorrow morning"

(2s):

He was one of those lads that grow everywhere in England and, attwelve or
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thirteen years of age look as much alike as goslings: a lad with light-brown

hair, cheeks of cream and roses, full lips, indeterminate nose and

eyebrows-a physiognomy in which it seems impossible to discern anything

but the generic õharacter of boyhood, as different as possible from Maggie's

phiz, which nature seemed to have mouldered and coloured with the most

decided intention. But that same nature has the deep cunning which hides

itself under the appearance of openness, so that simple people think.they can

see through her quite well, and all the while she is secretly preparing a

refutation of their confident prophecies. under these average boyish

physiognomies that she seems to turn off by the gross, she conceals some of

her most rigid, inflexible purposes, some of her most unmodifiable characters;

and the dark-eyed, demonstrative, rebellious girl may after all turn out to be a

passive being compared with this pink-and-white bit of masculinity with the

indeterminate feature s. (25-26)

The introduction of an allegorized and feminized nature proximate to "Maggie's plúz"

lends ambiguity to "that same nature['s]" "deep cunning" and invites misreading. Is it

Maggie's nature that is cururing and will refute prophecies such as the one already

tendered by Bessy, a "simple" person, that she will drown? Is it Maggie's :

physiognomy that is deceptive, or is it Tom's? As it works out, both Maggie's and

Tom's interiorities either will or do belie their exterior appearances and it is '

allegorized nature who is cunning: Tom is akeady inflexible even though his features
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show indeterminacy; Maggie's decided features and rebellious elements d,o veil future

passivity because nature has made preparations to refute the prophecies of "simple

people." Some of the parameters and elements of Maggre's and Tom's interiorities

are adumbrated here in terms of actions performed by nature in the past (nature has

done her work: Tom's pattern grows "ever)rwhere in England," but Maggie's is

singular, having been formed with "most decided intention"), in the present (nature

conceals her actual purposes to refute the prophecies of "simple people") and in the

future (due to nafure's "purposes," Maggre may "turn out to be a passive being" and

Tom, impassive).

While Maggre remains demonstrative throughout the novel (and this emphasis

on exhibiting emotion from an interiorized place, showing, proving and expressing

gives a sense of the communicative capabilities of Maggie's interior), her rebellion is

not sustained. Deleuze and Guattari maintain that "[i]t is not the girl who becomes a

woman; it is becoming-woman that produces the universal girl" (277). Nature, who

"is secretly preparing" and "conceals" in the present tense Maggie's future passivity,

is superseded by the narrator who uses the phrase "turn out" to frame that prophecy.

Here, as in the first line of David Copperfield, what Maggre "may after all tum out to

be" signals the exteriorized exhibition in the future of elements that originate in a

spatialized and layered interior. What Maggie "may after all turn out to be" also

signals mafuration or adulthood, the becoming-passive-womanthat,in this novel, at

least, is the inevitable fate of this girl.
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Ch¡Id, Working-Class, and Far-seeing Bourgeois Time

In "Aesthetics, Ethics, and unreadable Acts in George Eliot," Jonathan

Loesberg suggests Eliot regards realism "as a universalizing corrective to a deluded

belief in one's own exclusivity" (127). I propose that Maggie is set up as scapegoat

by Eliot's narÍatorin accordance with the principle of realism attributed to Eliot by

Loesberg. Although "average boyish physiognomies," like Tom's, are ones

allegorized nature "seems to turn off by the gross," it is "Maggie's phiz, which nature

seemed to have mouldered and coloured with most decided íntention" (25). Maggie

seems to have been assigned singular or exclusive status by nature because of the

congruity between her interiorized elements and her exterior physiognomy. While

Tom was, is, and will continue to be "generic," in childhood, Maggie's decided

exterior is a match for decided interior elements such as demonstrativeness and

rebelliousness. However, these elements of Maggie's character are incongruous with

her future orientation and will belie her singularity once she tums out to be a more

passive than rebellious being.

Although Maggie seems to have been assigned this singularity by nature,

nevertheless, it is the narrator who is the machinist behind nature, because it is the

narrator who frames the prophecy and who is the principal processor of interiority,

even with regard to nature. It is the narrator who intones that nature "has the deep

cunning which hides itself under the appearance of openness" (25). Using nature as a

cover, the narrator assigns child-Maggie singular status, only to later reveal that
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exclusivity as ineffective against, or farcical in relation to, the forces of a specifically

working-class becoming-passive-womanhood. 2 I

The concealments of these two pre-eminent strategists, nature and the

machinist-narratoÍ, take place in the preseirt tense of the narrative. Whereas "simple

people" in the present think they can see through to what nature conceals, the

revelation of what is concealed is not accessible until the nanator reveals it some time

in the future of the narrative. In collusion, the narrator and nature layer Maggie's

interior with secret prophecies; in doing so, they deposit one element of interiority

upon another, such as Maggie's future passivity on a still present foundation of

rebellion. Hertz describes interiority as "a space of secrecy that has been hollowed

out within the self'(67). For Hertz, the brown marks in the Thomas à Kempis text

thematize writing as "an incursion" that "secrete[s]" (67) anattachment in an interior

space of self-identity, such as the incursion achieved by the collusive writings of the

nanator and nature. Thus the degeneration of Maggie's interiority, the ongoing

conflict between passionate rebellion and passivity in which passivity ultimately

prevails, is linked to the present and future performance of the narrator as writer,

processor of interiority, and arranger of Maggie's life. The machinist-narrator doubly

occupies the present position, both on the narrator's own behalf, and through

2l My reading of the forces that affect Maggie's orientation in adulthood is indebted
to Jules Law who argues in "water Rights and the 'Crossing o' Breeds': Chiastic
Exchange in The Mill on the Floss" that the river's dynamic of "flow, check, and
reversal" (58) govems the narrative.
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allegorízed nature. Moreover, the ability to see into the future from a vantage point

like the one the narrator assunes in the present is coincident with the bourgeois-adult

temporal position in The Mill on the Floss (however accurate or inaccurate that far-

sightedness might be). This position is distinguished by intermediacy and long-

sightedness with regard to the past and the future. It accrues to bourgeois-adult

characters who are middle-aged, such as Dr. Kenn, as well as to the narrator of The

Mill on the Floss; it is denied to working-classed adult characters such as Mr.

Tulliver and to the "simple people" to whom the narrator attributes erroneous

prophecies. Yet, in a way, it is these "simple people" who expose the narrator's

temporally based universalizing strategies.

At least three kinds of temporality accrue to age- and economically-based

categorizations of interiority in The Mill on the Floss. The first accrues to childhood,

the second to working-class adulthood, and the third to bourgeois adulthood. Two

of these three kinds of temporality accrue to Maggie, the time of childhood and the

time of working-class adulthood. Maggie's childhood-time is both particular to child-

Maggie and universalized in relation to her, in the sense that it is represented as the

childhood temporality of bourgeois adulthood. Firstly, the temporality of childhood is

distinct from that of adulthood. In Maggie's childhood, time is emotionally intense,

proximate, and fragmentary. After Tom discovers that Maggre and Harry, a mill-

helper, forgot about Tom's rabbits and they died, Maggie goes to the attic where she

is too miserable to beat or grind her fetish because Tom says he doesn't love her.
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Then the narrator provides a temporal context for Maggie's intense misery. "These

bitter sorrows of childhood-when sorrow is all new and strange, when hope has not

yet got wings to fly beyond the days and weeks, and the space from summer to

summer seems measureless" (29). Grammatically, this passage is a rarity in The Mitt

on the Floss: it has a paragraph all to itself and its phraseology is uncharacteristically

fragmentary. This fragmentation echoes Maggie's spatial and temporal isolation: she

is a broken piece detached from her familial whole by the intensity of her emotion and

by the temporal structure attributed to her by the narrator. Strangøress and novelty

situate Maggie in a temporal present distinguished by its lack of a reassuring futurity

or an accumulated pastness. Hertz comments on this temporal deficiency: "The

perspective the child strangely lacks, [ . ] is temporal: it has neither'forebodings'

nor 'memories' [. .] with which to anticipate or qualify its pleasures and pains; this

can be heaven, but on occasions when "its existence seem[s] simply a painful

pulsation' [. . .], the 'monotony' of sensation is no longer'sweet"'(65). Since the

childhood universalized by the narrator but attributed to Maggie "has no forebodings"

and is "soothed by no memories of outlived sorrow" (74), its time is a measureless,

yet concentrated space marked by proximity and by the weight of intense misery.

However, when Tom is a child he does not experience what Maggie

experiences of the universalized time of childhood. This is another indication of

Maggie's exclusivity. For Tom, what is past is remembered and exceedingly relevant

to the present. While rebuking Maggie for forgetting about the rabbits, Tom reminds
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her of past indiscretions. "But you're a naughty girl. Last holidays you licked the

paint off my lozenge box, and the holidays before that you let the boat drag my fish-

line down when I'd set you to watch ít, and you pushed your head through my kite,

all for nothing" (28). The space between summer and summer may seem measureless

to Maggie, but it is certainly not measureless for Tom. Moreover, Tom's temporal

oriçntation resembles that of working-classed adulthood both when he is a child and

when he is an adult.

The second kind of temporality accrues to working-classed adults. With

regard to them, a different brand of collectivity is invoked by, but is less intimate with,

the narrator's persona, for the Tullivers are associated with "a small family of

immediate desires; we do little else than snatch a morsel to satisfy the hungry brood,

rarely think of seed-corn or the next year's crop" (18) Mrs. Tulliver's uncannily

accurate predictions that Maggie and Tom will "be brought in dead and drownded

some day" (91) address immediate fears and are not repeated beyond Book One.

When Mr. Tulliver speaks of the future, he becomes tentative, for he finds it "a

puzzling world," and often says "if you drive your waggon in a hurry, you may light on

an awkward comer" (9). Moreover, it seems that Mr. Tulliver and the "simple

people" unable to prophesy correctly are the same. When Mr. Tulliver changes his

mind about calling in the loan to his sister, he projects his motivation onto a future

scenario: "It had come across his mind that if he were hard upon his sister, it might

tend to make Tom hard upon Maggie at some distant day when her father was no
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longer there to take her part" (74). However, the narrator, responsible, of course,

for Mr. Tulliver's as well as everyone else's interiors, knows better. The narrator

reorients Mr. Tulliver's motivation from anticipation of the future to a consequence of

what he has learned in the past: "for simple people like our friend lvlr. Tullive r arc apt

to clothe unimpeachable feelings in enoneous ideas, and this was his confused way of

explaining to himself that his love and anxiety for'the little wench' had given him a

new sensibility towards his sister" (74). In other words, what comes "across his

mind" is the'"erroneous idea [. . .]" that he could presume to project his sensibility

into the future. Equally presumptuous is Tom's vision for the future when he

considers the outcome of working for Mr. Deane. As he "leaped over the years"

thinking he "would provide for his mother and sister and make everyone say that he

was a man of high character," "'tn the haste of strong purpose and strong desire, [he]

did not see how they would be made up of slow days, hours, and minutes" (203).

Thirdly, bourgeois adulthood is contrasted with the time of childhood and,

more implicitiy, with the temporality of working-class adulthood. Bourgeois

adulthood is marked by the distance afforded by restraint that can be measured and

spaced through "dignified alienation" (31). The pastness associated with childhood

can soothe adulthood, but it cannot soothe itsetf. The quick movements of the "mere

impulsiveness" (31) of childhood are set against the slow and steady restraint of

adulthood which, however restrained, still has illusions about an accessible futurity.

In the lead-up to an elucidation by the narrator of the temporality of
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bourgeois adulthood, Tom rebukes Maggie for the way she spoke to her aunts and

ulcles during the family conclave about the Tullivers' financial situation by accusing

her of presuming exclusivity: "You're always setting yoursetf up above me and

everyone else" (211). Then Maggie laments that "[t]he world outside the books was

not a happy one" (2r2), for "everybody in the world seemed so hard and unkind" to

her (211). Again the narrator intervenes to temporally interpret Maggie's sorrow, this

time invoking the temporal perspective of bourgeois adulthood:

There is no hopelessness so sad as that of early youth, when the soul is made

up of wants and has no long memories, no superadded life in the life of

others, though we who look on think lightly of such premature despair as if

our vision of the future lightened the blind sufferer's present. (Zl2)

Here, the contrast between child-Maggie's sense of time and the time of adulthood

does not include all adults. It specif,res the narrator and the audience, an adult

readership, and both are distinguished by a bourgeois middleness that has its own

sense of time distinct from that of other, working-class adults, such as Mr. Tulliver.

What is most rernarkable about the narrator's descriptions of interiorized time for

adulthood is the contrived universalizing of a particular temporal construction when

there is a competing construction attributed to other adults, such as Mr. Tulliver, who

are members of a lorvei class. The narrator privileges through this selective

universalizationa particular brand of bourgeois-adult temporality distinguished by

intennediacy with regard to past and future. The "long memories" and "superadded
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life" available to bourgeois adults are balanced against "vision[s] of the future" that

presume that life's substantial extent.

In regard to Dr. Kenn, this temporal middleness is set alongside a Christian-

bourgeois interiority characterized by moderation. Additionally, amoderate 
-

disposition extends to the "principles and beliefs" of members of "good societ¡/," for

these are "of an extremely moderate kind" (262). For the narrator, "a sort of natural

priesthood" has been achieved by Dr. Kenn through the auspices of middle age and a

comfortabl e bourgeois station:

The middle-aged, who have lived through their strongest emotions, but are

yet in the time when memory is still half passionate and not merely

contemplative, should surely be a sort of natural priesthood, whom life has

disciplined and consecrated to be the refuge and rescue of early stumblers

and victims of self-despair. (392)

What is idealized is that which is half-way along an historicized human continuum;

nonetheless, this idealization is situated within a linear, exteriorized inflexibility whose

way stations are marked by the precedential decline of emotive capacity. Meanwhile,

both the considered retrospective and predictive judgements that attach to adulthood

are denied childhood, which has the flexibility of an idiosl'ncratic temporality.

Moreover, the bourgeois-adult interior is preternaturally enhanced by its power of

recall; specifically, its ability to remember childhood.

For Eliot's narrator situates childhood (specifically that of child-Maggie) as
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the inner source of heightened adult perception, which is simuløneously represented

as exterior and debased if not heightened by the recall of childhood. While walking

in a wood, the narrator addresses an adult reader who will, it is assumed, similarly

position a rural idyll of "familiar flowers" and "'well-remembered bird-notes" as

the mother tongue of our imagination, the language that is laden with all the

subtle inextricable associations the fleeting hours of our childhood left behind

them. Our delight in the sunshine on the deep-bladed grass today might be

no more than the faint perception of wearied souls if it were not for the

sunshine and the grass in the far-off years which still live in us and transform

our perception into love. (33-34)

If not for the transformative power of memories of childhood that are located within

adults, perception would be faint because it would be the immediate consequence of

exteriorized sensory apparatus unlayered by a nostalgic temporal transit. Without this

interior residue from childhood, delight would wither, love's existence would be

threatened, and there would merely be instead an exchange of sensory data between

humans and grass and flowers. Without childhood, the exteriorized adult would have

no memoried accumulation on which to pin adult (and narative) authority.

Since a personified "father Time" hides "the secret of how to bless men

impartially" (137), time in The Mill on the Floss is specifically allied with the

moderate and impartial stance sought by its narrator. The "revived consciousness"

that arises frorn the "traces" of the child that "lives in us still" (56) are a source of the
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narrator's omnitemporulity. Yet the bourgeois adult with whom the narrator is aligned

is both a beneficiary of and a degeneration from childhood, since these traces'"blend

themselves irrecoverably" (56). Presumably, the narrator's singular access to

childhood is achieved through three things: the representation of Maggie's childhood,

an unwritten contractual agreement with "father Time," and the collusion the narrator

engages in with allegorized and feminized nature.

Loesberg suggests Eliot's realism works "as a universalizing corrective to a

deluded belief in one's own exclusivity" (I27). What Eliot's narrator employs as a

corrective for deluded beließ in Maggie's exclusivity is the narrator's own

universalized preference for the workings of bourgeois-adult time. Although the

spatialized 'where' of Maggie's interiority positions her as singular, its 'when' takes

that exclusive status away. Child-Maggie is situated as the representable repository

of childhood memory for the temporally bourgeois narrator. When she transitions to

adulthood, she does not succeed the narrator as purveyor of temporally bourgeois

interiority; instead, she becomes the scapegoat whose crime is her inability to

transition to bourgeois-adult time while retaining her exclusivity.

The Crime that Eliminates Differences

Adult-Maggie's "crime[. . .] that 'eliminate[s] differences"'(Girard 24) is her

necessary surrender of the singularity assigned to her in childhood when the

physiognomist nature and the machinist-narrator collude to create her spatially
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bourgeois interiority. De Certeau says the strategies of the strong "attempt to reduce

temporal relationships to spatial ones" (38). Although her spacious, integrated,

bourgeois interior differentiates child-Maggie from Tom in childh.ood, when she is an

adult, Maggie does not become a member of the bourgeois class, but instead shares

Tom's w'orking-classed temporal orientafion. Attempts to reduce temporal

relationships to spatial ones continue throughout Maggie's story. Even when the

nanatar evokes history, the place of time, while writing of the degenerated woman

this girl has become ("the happiest women, like the happiest nations, have no history"

[345]), the narrator ties that degeneration to Maggie's working-classed position, her

"poor," "highly-strung, hungry nature-just come from a third-rate schoolroom"

(345)

The temporal circumstances of Maggie's refusal of stephen's offer of

maniage during their boat ride show the mechanics of her inability to transition to

temporally bourgeois adulthood. Marriage to stephen represents for Maggie

"something like that fulness of existence-love, wealth" ease, refinement, all that her

nature craved" (4I4). This recalls the "fulness" of Maggie's bourgeois interior in

which future passivity is but concealed layer upon a still active foundation of rebellion

and in which sorrow makes "larger room" (235) for love. But when Maggie faces

Stephen's proposal, she has already transitioned to working-classed adulthood, her

resistance to him indicates the relentless past and present focus of her working-

classed adult temporality. "[T]he old voices making themselves heard with rising
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power" subdue Maggie's earlier craving for "love, wealth, ease, refrnement" @r$;

they do so again when Maggie refuses Stephen's proposal.

when Maggie gets in the boat with stephen, "[m]emory was excluded" (420)

until they are too far down the rivef to avoid the consequences, Stephen puts down

the oars, and "this sudden change rouse[s]" (420) her. Attempting to reassure

Maggie in her "terrible alarm" at their circumstance, Stephen proposes they "never go

home again-till no one canpartus, tíll we are married" (421). In response, Maggie

wonders "if Stephen might have seen some possibilities that would alter everything

and annul the wretched facts" (421). Maggíe looks to Stephen's bourgeois ability to

see future possibilities that can cancel out the past and present circumstances that are

within her purview. For she is engaging in the "perpetually repeated round of sad

and bitter thoughts" that "uncultured minds confined to a narrow range of experience"

(251) are heir to. Neither Stephen's pleading, nor his future plans for their journey to

Scotland to be married, nor his insistence that they might "go on" reassure Maggie

because she is preoccupied with "the terrible shadow of past thoughts" (4zr).

Even when Maggie temporarily becomes more "yielding" (422), that yielding

is based on similarities befween Stephen's pleadings and the claims of the past.

Recalling resemblances between the Lévinasian notion of "the ethical imbrication of

same with other, interiority with exteriority" (432) and Maggie's interiority,

Stephens's urgtng becomes more effective when "less distinguishable from that sense

of others' claims which was the basis of her resistance" (422). But even as Maggie
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reassures Stephen she will be concemed for him, at least in the near future, that

concern is phrased in the future perfect tense "used for an action which at a given time

in the future will be in the past" (Thomson and Martinet T94). "As if I shouldn't feel

what happened to you" (422), says Maggie. However, some of Maggie's words to

Stephen more definitively express her refusal and her working-classed adult temporal

orientation: "I will not begin any frrture, even for you" (429).

It is this incompatibility between Maggie's spatially bourgeois interior and her

working-classed temporal orient¿tion that makes her a scapegoat. Maggie expels

futurity from her interior. What Christian eschatology offers Maggie via Thomas à

Kempis is salvation from the span of her life's time. For in The M¡ll on the Floss, it

is only when the flood-waters are rising that working-classed temporality can really

see far enough to foretell its own demíse.
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Conclusion:

An Ending: The crisis of the scapegoat and the Rhetoric of Reform

In his analysis of the early-nineteenth-century debate over the extension of the

franchise in England in From Luddism to the First Reform Bill, J. R. Dinwiddy cites

contemporary politicians, publishers, lawyers, philosophers, and writers, among

others, on electoral reform. For example, Dinwiddy describes whig Member of

Parliament Sir James Mackintosh's concern that universal suffrage "would be liable to

produce atyrawry of the majority" (7) composed of the labouring classes. Dinwiddy

details Mackintosh's support for variegated or heterogeneous suffrage as expressed

by Mackintosh in an 181 8 article he published in the Edinburgh Review. In that

article, Mackintosh advocates a representative body containing "a preponderance of

landowners: lnen whose property, education, leisure and 'temperate character'

rendered them 'impartial on more subjects that any other class of men'- (7).

Because they share the same elements, temperateness and impartiality,

landowners are aggregately represented by Mackintosh as a homogeneous class

capable of governing. Hand refers to interiority as "a site or result of determination,"

and to the contents of interiority as elements: "internalisation often serves to evade

the pre-original question of what and where interiority is, by concentrating the debate

on the element internalized and hence silently assumed by the already waiting

inwardness" (422). Temperateness and irnpartiality are the elements of a theoretical

place or site the landowners share, in Mackintosh's view, an interiority which has
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extension. To be impartial, landowners' interiors must contain information on

subjects about which they can be more impartial "than any other class of men"

(Dinwiddy 7). Temperateness is a self-governmental element; the landed man self-

governs the vagaries of his own passions and desires.' If a landed man's interíor is

temperate, then its climate is "gentle, mild, forbeaÍing," "not extreme, violent, or

strongly partisan; moderate, dispassionate" (OED). The interior of a landed man is

like a self-enclosed nation. Mackintosh, a member of the same aggregation of

landowners he describes, predicts that atyranny of the labouring-classed majority

would accompany universal suffrage. He is one of the landed men whom he claims

are impartial and temperate, yet his rhetorical strategies are strongly partisan.

Mackintosh is male, an adult, propertied, a lawyer, and an MP; he assertively

prognosticates from a position of power that he authorizes with his own rhetoric.

Far-sightedness, also an element of botrgeois interiority in The Mill on the Floss, is

strategically employed by Mackintosh, whose approach to the future is agential; he is

one of the legislators whose job it is to decide whether or not the franchise will be

extended. According to de Certeau, "strategies pin their hopes on the resistance that

the establishntent of ø place offers to the erosion of time" (38). Mackintosh

strategically locates the interiorities of adult, landed males as the proper place of

elements, such as impartiality and temperateness, needed by a legislator. The

interiority of landed male aduits is the place Mackintosh positions as a bulwark

against the erosion of landed power leading up to a time when England's legislators
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become fearful of the occtrrence in England of revolutionary events such as those in

France.22

Spatial and temporal metaphors are the fulcrum of my comparison of the

degrees and kinds of mobility and interiority assigned different economic classes in

oliver Twist andThe Mill on the Floss. Metaphorical spatial and temporal

configurations that are assigned lower-, working-, and bourgeois-classed characters

in the two novels echo in regard to the same classes the rhetoric of the debate leading

up to the passage of the f,rrst Reform Bill in 1832.23 De Certeau's adage that the

strategies of the strong "aftempt to reduce temporal relationships to spatial ones" (38)

is evident in Eliot's novel, whose events begin three years before the Bill's passage;2a

in Dickens's novel, whose serializationin Bentley's Miscellanybeganless than five

years after the Bill's passage, and in the rhetoric that preceded the passage of the

22 Ãccording to Dinwiddy, while "the alarms created by the French Revolution [. . .]
had hardened the attitudes of the propertied classes towards popular violence (26),
the July 1830 Revolution in Paris "stimulated reform sentiment" (a6) in England, and
"from the years I83r-32 there is plenty of evidence, not only in parliamentary
speeches and in lwhig leader Earl] Grey's correspondence with the king, but also in
private diaries and reports of confidential cabinet discussions, that ministers regarded
civil war and revolution as real possibilities" (51).

23 While the Reform Bill is referred to as such by nineteenth-century commentators,
as well as by current historians and commentators, the legislation itself is entitled "An
Ãct(2 William IV, c. 45) to amend the representation of the people in England and
Wales, 7 June 1832" (Aspinall and Smith 341).

24 According to Daniel P. Deneau in his chronology of The M¡ll on the Floss,'"the
novel begins in February 1829 andends in September 1839, except for the brief
'Conclusion' or afterword. Frequent references to ages, seasons, months, and spans
of time illustrate George Eliot's concern for precise chronology" (468).
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1832 Reform Bill, as well as in the language of the Bill itself.

The Rhetoric of Reform

Mackintosh is concerned that"atyranny of the majority" (7) woutd foilow

from universal suffrage, which, as Dinwiddy points out in his preface, "is used [. . ] to

sigmû what should properly be called 'manhood suffrage"'(n pag.). The initial

eighteen sections of the 1832 Reform Bill detail which places will or will not return

members to Parliament and give particulars regarding the enfranchisement or

disenfranchisement of those places. Then, sections XIX and XX of the Bill introduce

the specifics of male adult enfranchisement: "Every male person of full age [. . .] shall

be entitled to vote in the election of a Knight or Knights of the Shire to serve in any

future Parliament for the County, or for the Riding, parts, or division of the County, ìn

which such lands or tenements shall be respectively situate" (Aspinall and Smith 342-

43). Omitted by my ellipsis are property requirements for enfranchisement that are

detailed in these and succeeding sections of the Bill and summarized by Ma{ie Bloy

in the "Terms of the 1832 Reform Act" on The Victorian Web:

The borough franchise was regularised. The right of voting was vested in all

householders paying ayearly rental off,10 and, subjectto one yearresidence

qualification [sic] f,10 lodgers (if they were sharing a house and the landlord

was not in occupation). In the counties, the franchise was granted to: 40

shilling freeholdersl,] f,10 copyholders[,] f50 tenants[,] f,l0 long lease
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holders, [and] f,50 medium lease holders[.] Borough freeholders could vote

in the counties if their freehotd was between 40 shillings and f 10, or if it was

over f,10 and occupied by a tenant.

In the 1832 Reform Bill, enfranchisement is based on at least foui things:

being male and adult, being situated in relation to a particular place of a particular

value, and being the owner of or financially responsible for, that place. "Full age"

signifies adulthood, but fullness also connotes accumulation to the point of repletion,

as if the interior of an enfranchised man must be filled with elements in relation to

which he can be temperate and impartial, in the manner of Mackintosh's landed man.

The term "full age" spatializes the ternporal concept of age. The last word in section

XD( of the Bill is "situate": an enfranchised man must have ties to a place through

some combination of ownership, financial responsibility, and occupancy.

Furthermore, those enfranchised must submit to surveillance by functionaries

associated with the Christian church. For "a register of all persons entitled to vote in

the election" is to be prepared by "the overseers of every parish and township" and

"fixed on or near the doors ofall the churches and chapels" or, ifthere are no such

buildings in that parish or township, "in some public and conspicuous situation"

(Aspinall and Smith 346). The register will include "the christian name and sumame

of every person [. . ] written at full length, together with the place of his abode, the

nature of his qualification, and the local or other description of such lands or

tenements, as the same are respectively set forth in his claim to vote, and the name of
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the occupying tenant" (Aspinall and Smith 347). The extension of the franchise is

effected strategically. It requires that men with some financial resources be situated in

place and that they consent to have that situation monitored. For instance, overseers,

"if they shall have reasonable cause to believe" that aperson is not entitled to vote,

"shall have power to add the words 'objected to' opposite the name of every such

person on the margin of such list" of registrants (Aspinall and Smith 347). In addition,

"[a]ny person included on the list may object to the inclusion of any other name; such

objections [are] to be published" (Aspinall and smith 348), astrategy of mutual

surveillance by the enfranchised calculated to humiliate 'pretenders' to the franchise.

The R,eform Bill is a Strategy

De Certeau describes strategies as "actions which, thanks to the

establishment of a place of power (the properfy of a proper), elaborate theoretical

places (systems andtotalizing discourses) capable of articulating an ensemble of

physical places in which forces are distributed. They combine these three types of

places and seek to master each by means of the others" (38). According to this

definition, the 1832 Reform Bill, a legislative act, is also a strategy. In their role as

England's legislators, the landowners' place of power is a constructed physical place,

the nation. The forces of the nation are distributed among a selective ensemble of

other constructed physical places, such as counties and boroughs. Some of these

boroughs are enfranchised by the Bill and others are disenfranchised in a display of
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mastery that "deprive[s] many inconsiderable places of the right of returning

members" (Aspinall and Smith 341). A theoretical place that is elaborated by

landowners to perpetuate their own hold on power is interiority, which Hand refers to

as "one of the most pervasive utopias of Westem philosophy" (422). Like Foucault's

description of the prison as a "heterotopia of deviation," interiority may also be

considered "a counter-site, a kind of effectively enacted utopia ("a placeless place")

in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the cultwe, are

sirnultaneously represented, contested, and inverte d (24).2s

During her description of middle- and working-class cooperation in the

formation of the Political Unions that agitated for electoral reform in England from

1830 to 1832 in "Refining the Limits of Political Reporting: The Provincial Press,

Political Unions, and The Great Reform Act," Nancy P. Lopatin highlights classed

references to interiority. Lopatin argues that "the cultivation of public opinion was the

result not of [solicitor and publicist Joseph] Parkes and the London dailies but the

radical proprietor-editors of provincial newspapers throughout England" (338)

Founded by Birmingham's Thomas Attwood, Political Unions were also created and

promoted by publishers and editors outside Birmingham. The goal of these Unions

25 rt should be noted that in "of other Spaces," and in the context of Gaston
Bachelard's work, Foucault briefly discusses "intemal space," but when he begins to
consider heterotopias, implies that they are concerned only with "external" spaces.
"these analyses fof "the space of our primary perception"], while fundamental for
reflection in our time, primarily concern internal space. I should like to speak now of
extemal space" (23).
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was "an effective reform in parliamentary representation in order to restore 'the

honour, integrity, and the purity of the electoral franchise"'(338). While striving

together to achieve this goal, reform-minded middle- and working-classed people

viere up against the inflated and divisive rhetoric of conservative newspapers, such as

the East Anglian, which condemned the Unions for aiming "to dislocate all restraint

of law ... [and] to rifle, rob, and plunder" and urged "men of 'property, education,

talent, and discretion to check the rash projects and impetuosity of those, who having

none of those qualities, may yet be among the foremost to enroll themselves as

members"'(343). Again, the purview of the bourgeois and upper classes is a

moderate element, discretion, while the dangerous possessors of rashness and

impetuosity to whom the East Anglian refers are members of the lower classes.

The East Anglian recommends that men of property use their díscretion to

moderate the impetuosity of lower-classed people, discretion is a judicial element,

one that works at separation and distinguishment. Discretion has much in common

with impartiality, the element Mackintosh lists as beneficial in the interiors of members

of a representative body, and impartial is the element on which I will focus. Impartial

derives from partial, which, in Middle French, is "forming part of a whole, particular

(1370)" (OED). In English, from 1425 on, partial comes to mean "[u]nduly favouring

or predisposed to favour one party or side in an argument, dispute, contest, etc.;

biased" prejudiced, unfair. Opposed to impartiaf' (OED). Like its progenitor,

impartial is a spatial term, and the negation of its suffix doesn't eliminate the division
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into parts on which it depends. In other words, whereas 'partial'denotes a

predisposition towards one of a number of parties or sides in a dispute, 'impartial'

connotes the ability to conceptually encapsulate the interests of those parties or sides

within an interiorized site and to moderate among those interests. To be more

specific, impartiality claims a universalized perspective. Dated by the OED from

William Shakespeare's Richard II in 1593, impartiality sees the whole on behalf of its

parts: "Not partial; not favouring one part or side more than another; unprejudiced,

unbiased, fair, just, equitable. (of persons, their conduct, etc.)." The definition of

impartial, as opposed to partial, introduces the terms equity and justice.

Interestingly, given that impartiality is considered here in relation to the debate over

the Reform Bill, in his introduction to Richarcl II, John Dover Wilson discusses the

constitutional context of Shakespeare's play. Wilson suggests that "shakespeare's

only prejudices" in Richard II include "a patriotic assertion of the paramount interests

of England above those of King or subject [ . .] and a quasi-religious belief in the

sanctity of the anointed monarch " (404). Thus, the use of impartial' in English and,

according to Wilson, the suggestion in Shakespeare's play that the English nation is of

more value than its head of st¿te or individual members are coeval.

The extension of the franchise in England in 1832 was far from impartial,

equitable or just. James R. Andrews comments on the democratic aspects of the Bill

in "The Rhetoric of Coercion and Persuasion: The Reform Bill of 1832,- where he

considers the persuasive and coercive rhetoric used in the debate. For Andrews.
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"[t]he Reform Bill of 1832, while it may have averted revolution, did not lead to

anything approximating democracy--democracy was a concept equally abhorrent to

Whigs and Tories" (195). Lopatin, who emphasizes the divisive rhetoric of the

conservative East Anglian newspaper in the quote above, describes a Political Union

in Leeds that was bifurcated because of "the growing split between the Leeds

moderate manufacturing community and the working population" (341) in the period

leading up to the Bill. Dinwiddy outlines the specific class alliances that are being

worked out: "ln the debates on reform the Whigs were quite explicit about the need

to placate the middle classes and attach them to the constitution, thereby separating

them from the poorer classes and strengthening the forces of order" (54).

During the agitation for electoral reform, working- and middle-classed

people, and reformers of various classes worked together to extend the franchise.

According to Dinwiddy, with the passing of the Bill, "there was no large-scale transfer

of power from one class to another. The landed interest retained, and in some ways

strengthened, its hold over the greater part of the electoral system, and the share of

power allotted to the middle-class interests was no more than a subordinate one"

(55). In addition, alliances between middle- and working-classed reformers did not

survive the circums.tances sunounding the passing of the Bitl. For many middle-

classed people, the Bill offered "an appropriate status within the political system and

security against more democratic schemes" (Dinwiddy 56). After the Reform Bill

was passed, Henry Hunt, a gentleman farmer who supported the franchise's
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extension to all workers to protect their labour from inordinate taxation, suggested the

Whigs extended the vote to the middle classes "in order to prevent the lower classes

from obtaining their rights" (Dinwiddy 63). Unlike Hunt, many considered the poor

ill-prepared for the franchise; in the words of J. A. Roebuck, who agitated for

electoral and educational reform and who was a member of the "Philosophic

Radicals" (Dinwiddy 70),"the people at present are far too ignorant to render

themselves happy, even though they should possess supreme power tomorrow"

(Dinwiddy 7s).

The presentist utilitarian and divisive orientation of the Bill, emphasizedby

Dinwiddy and evident in the summary of the classed alliances and realignments in the

paragraph above, is also apparent in the Reform Bill's preamble, where the focus is

on expediency, the "correction" of "divers abuses,'i and selective enfranchisement and

disenfranchisement:

whereas it is expedient to take effectual measures for correcting divers

abuses that have long prevailed in the choice of members to serve in the

commons House of Parliament, to deprive many inconsiderable places of the

right of returning members, to grant such privilege to large, populous and

wealthy towns, to increase the number of Knights of the shire, to extend the

elective franchise to many of H. M.'s subjects who have not heretofore

enjoyed the same, and to diminish the expense of elections; be it therefore

enacted. . . that each of the boroughs enumerated in the schedule marked
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(A ) to this Act annexed . . . shall from and after the end of this present

Parliament return one member and no more to serve in Parliament. (Aspinall

and Smith 341)

ln spite of its presentist utility, the Bill approximates a far-sightedness that approaches

the confidence of temporal omniscience when it pronounces that the conditions it

elaborates will occur "from and after the end of this Parliament." In addition, the

Bill's temporal pronouncement reduces the franchise to the conditions of

emplacement of those enfranchised in perpetuity. Addressing the future tense of the

Bill may seqm overly obvious, but, as French philosopher Louis Althusser suggests,

"[i]t is indeed a peculiarity of ideology that it imposes (without appearing to do so,

since these are obviousnesses') obviousnesses as obviousnesses, which we cannot

fail to recognize" (245). The Bill uses the future tense to situate voters in terms of

their past and present relationships to place. "From and after this present parliament"

simultaneously excludes this present parliament and, in so doing, situates it as the

present origin of the action and of the future. To do so, the Bill relies on the ideology

of the supposedly far-sighted, futuristic orientation of the bourgeois and landed

classes. While doing so, the Bill sidesteps the emplaced conditions of the present

Members of Parliament enacting the legislation. De Certeau says the strategies of the

strong "attempt to reduce temporal relationships to spatial ones" (38). For the

exploitative, emplaced condition of the land-owner and legislator is substituted the

future orientation of his interiority, which is both a theoretical place and a counter-site
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"in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are

simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted" (Foucault 24).

What gets elided with interiority in the Bill are the emplaced conditions of the

landowners, themselves, and the foundational labour of the working classes on which

the maintenance of "the property of [the] proper" (de certeau 38) depends.

Although they are absent from this Bill, the working classes are, however,

adumbrated as the binary pair of legislators who have land and leisure to be

maintained by the working classes. This is effected through the legislators' rhetorical

use of their far-sighted interiority as a substitute for disclosure of their own landed

privilege. In the Edinburgh Review article by Mackintosh, leisure is among the

conditions of landed men that makes them able to govern because, in his view, landed

men's "property, education, leisure and 'temperate character' rendered them

'impartial on more subjects that any other class of men"'(Dinwiddy 7). ..[T]he

'constitutions' that proliferate in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries," de Certeau

suggests, "give the text the status of being'applicable' to public or private bodies, of

defining them and thus finding its effectiveness" (144). This writing on public and

private bodies in the 1832 Reform Bill recognizes those on whom it deigns to write.

Those absented from its markings are also present because of their implied status as

binary pairs for the bodies who are defined in Bill and therefore present to be wriften

on. For example, the woman of full age is a present yet absent binarial pair of the

man of full age. Another present absence is the binary of those who are not of full
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age. These absences can appear as the shadowy "life of another," or'"any lives

whatsoever" in section XD( of the Bill that confers adult male enfranchisement:

"Every male person of full age l. . .], who shall be seised at law or in equity of any

lands or tenements of copyhold or any other tenure whatever except freehold, for his

own life, or for the life of another or any lives whatsoever [. . .] shall be entitled to

vote" (Aspinall and Smith 342). Those who are present in the Reform Bill are

members of the middle classes who join the landed men within the 'top half of

hierarchical continua ofclass, gender, and age.

Quoting Emile Benveniste, de Certeau emphasizes that "the present is

properly the source of time"; the present organizes temporality by creating "a before

and an after" and "the existence of a 'now' which is the presence to the world" (33).

For de Certeau, "[b]y situating the act in relation to its circumstances, 'contexts of

use' draw attention to the traits that specifu the act of speaking (or practice of

language) and are its effects" (33). The crisis that attended demands for the extension

of the franchise was addressed by the Reform Bill through moderate acts of inclusion.

Specifically, those included in the franchise were predominantly urban, middle-classed

male adult voters. Effectively, legislators strategically separated members of the

working and middle classes who shared the cause of electoral reform by enfranchising

the middle classes, omitting the working classes on whom "the property of [the]

proper" (de Certeau 38) depends. In the words of Lord John Russell, an advocate

of electoral reform, the rniddle classes were judged suitable for inclusion in the
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franchise because of their wealth, and because of elements of their interiorities, such

as intelligence and knowledge: "the middle class, as compared with the

corresponding body in the preceding century, had risen in wealth, and intelligence,

and knowledge, and influence" (qtd. in Dinwiddy 53).

The Crisises of Reform and of the Scapegoat

Andrews states unequivocally that'England in the early 1830s was a country

in crisis" (L94). He also quotes diarist Charles Greville's summation of the electoral

crisis: the Bill's passage was accompanied by "clamour, confusion, riots,

conflagrations, furies, despair and triumphs" (187). Dinwiddy concurs> but is more

specific: "both in the autumn of 1831 and in l|i/Lay 1832," there was an "atmosphere

of crisisl' (60). That the crisis over electoral reform in the nineteenth century was

even more extensive is suggested by Michael York Mason when he makes

connections between Eliot's Middlemarch andEnglish political and social history in

"Middlemarch and History." He cites a recently discovered memorandum by Eliot

on Comte where Eliot cites "the first Reform Bill" as one of the two "major changes in

the lifetime of her contemporaries" (421) .26 Inthe context of the first Reform Bill of

1832 and the second Reform Bill of 1867, Mason maintains that "[i]t is possible to

see the sixties as a culmination rather than a resurgence of tendencies initiated in the

26 The other major change mentioned in the rnemorandum by Eliot is "the better
understanding of disease" (421).
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early thirties" (419). In other words, the crisis over electoral reform continued

throughout the nineteenth century. Since those under the age of eighteen in many

Western democracies, including England and Canada, remain disenfranchised, one

could say that the crisis continues.

Girard proposes that hierarchical difference, in particular, obtains in societies

to avert persecutions attendant on crisis. According to Girard, states of crisis are

perceived when and where the proliferation of difference is flattened, as in the

indiscriminate movement of plagues, or, as I aver, in the movement toward a more

equitable distribution of voting rights in the 1832 Reform Bill. But whereas Girard

insists that hierarchical difference mitigates scapegoating practices, in Oliver Twist

and Tlze Mill on the Floss, scapegoating hinges on hierarchical differences between

childhood and adulthood and settles on disenfranchised, degenerate- and

degenerated-adult characters such as Fagin and Maggie.

A characteristic of bourgeois childhood shared by Oliver and Maggie is

educatability; this educatability situates both in a preparatory position foundational for

bourgeois adulthood, since, according to Mackintosh, for instance, being a legislator

requires "property, education, leisure and 'temperate character"'(7). This

preparatory bourgeois position indicates to Fagin that Oliver is bourgeois property

worth poaching. To be more specific, oliver is the "property of [the most] prop€r"

(de Certeau 38), the bourgeois-aligned narrator. Fagin allies with Oliver's adult half-

brother Edwin Leeford (Monks), whose interest in Oliver amounts to rivalry with
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Oliver over their bourgeois paternal inheritance. It may well be that hierarchy is an

instigator of crisis inOliver Twist, rather thana defender of order. Girard suggests

hierarchy is intrinsic to social order when he maintains that "the very foundation of

cultural order" is "the family and the hierarchical differences without which there

would be no social order" (15). However, rivalry between family members fuels

Fagin's attempts to retain Oliver and help Monks achieve his goal. For Maggie in

The Mill on the Floss, the developmental transition from childhood to adulthood

intersects with a classed transition from a bourgeois childhood to a working-classed

adulthood. Both the death in childhood, which Steedman identifies and Maggie

enunciates, and the exigencies of the transition to working-classed adulthood are

concurrent with Maggie's longing for her final death. In this case, as well as in

Oliver's, scapegoating may both address and obfuscate classed and developmental

hierarchies' complicity in crisis. Given the critical circumstances that accompany the

transition from childhood to adulthood tn The Mill on the þ-loss, it is arguable that a

rigid child/adult hierarchical binary perpetuates and exacerbates the circumstances of

crisis that accompany that transition. Scapegoating appears to respond to crisis by

identifying a subject of that transition as a degenerated member in order to obfuscate

and perpefuate hierarchy's own workings.

A¡ alternative way of approaching states of crisis is Hillman's. In a way,

Hillman turns Girard's formulation on its side. Hillman suggests that "when there is

within a society a crisis of belief, recourse tends to be made to fantasies of a clearly
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defined boundary between the inside and the outside" (30S). When the Reform Bill

addresses a crisis of belief in the system of representation in England in 1832, it also

displays in its rhetorical strategies the side-by-side imbrication of poorer people, and

landed people, and working people, and middle-classed people of different ages and

genders. As evidenced above, the side-by-side imbrication of landed- and working-

classed people becomes evident in the Reform Bill's rhetorical and strategic attempts

to reduce the exploitative emplacement of the landowners to the impartial and far-

sighted condition of landed men's interiors. In his preface to Deleuze and Guattari's

Anti-Oedipzs, Foucault describes their work as an "art of living counter to all forms

of fascism"; according to Foucault, one of the principles of Anti-oedipus isto

"develop action, thought, and desires by proliferation, juxtaposition, and disjunction,

and not by subdivision and pyramidal híerarchization" (xiii). It would be mischievous

to say that this is a tall order, but it is, in the colloquial sense of being a difficult task.

Instead of regarding crisis as the collapse of a vertical structure, such as hierarchy in

Girard's formulation, Hillman envisions crisis in terms ofjuxtaposition and disjunction,

Hillman suggests there is a side-by-side, inside/outside alternation whose boundaries

are more evident during crisis. This involves the accentuation of boundaries, between

the exterior, or the body, and the interior:

During periods of extreme instability in a society's (as in an individual's) selÊ

identity, the retum to the body is often simultaneously a retum or regression to

a defensive insistence on an absolute inner/outer gap, and the insistence will
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be strident in proportion to the depth of the crisis. [. . .] concomitantly,

periods of such heightened anxiety tend to bring with them a preoccupation

with fantasies of and about the body's interior, as if to accentuate the idea

that thisis in and that isout (and never the twain shall meet). (30S)

It is in the context of both Girard's and Hillman's approaches to the structure of crisis

that I discuss the relationship between the Reform Bill, Oliver Twist, and The Milt

on the Floss.

Classed Agglomeration in Olíver Twìst

The 1832 Reform Bill distributed forfy-four seats among larger towns and

cities, including London. In Dickens's Oliver Twist, Fagin and an agglomeration of

other lower-classed characters are portrayed as transient and nomadic even as they

are confined in London's inner city. Since they are without legally recognized

property and operate under the surveillance of authorities, it would not be in the

interest of Fagin and his associates to register for the franchise, and they would not

qualify to vote, anryay. Preoccupied as they are with daily survival and intemecine

intrigue, Fagin and his associates are represented as an agglomeration in terms of their

lower class, their geographic insularity, and their criminality, as well as the'ir culture as

a whole. Altogether, this precludes their political involvement in public affairs.

According to Sheila Sullivan in her discussion of criminality in "Dickens's

Newgate Vision: Oliver Twist,Moral Statistics, and the Construction of Progressive
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History," the genre of the Victorian Newgate novel provides the irner-city characters

in Dickens's novel with cultural, in addition to criminal, coherence: "Oliver Twist

connects its representation of the criminal gang to a history-made part of the public

memory through plays, songs, and the vastly popular Newgate calendar-that

stretches back to the days of urneformed prison and unredeemed Bloody Codes"

(I23). Wolff concurs; for him, being a thief is "a single term that implies the mutual

implication of all the criminal characters, and therefore confirms, as in tD A ] Miller's

analysis, the 'coherence' of the novel's 'closed-circuit' criminal world" (232). I

would add that it is evident within this framework that Oliver would lose his inviolable

status and his inheritance and be included in this grouping if he were to steal some

bread when he is hungry or rob the Maylies. Sullivan describes Victorian moral

statisticians' "'need to see developing criminality rather than criminal acts [which]

imposes a spatial and geographical principle on observation", this "tends to produce

arenas of study in which criminality and poverty occupy the same locales" (127). An

additional diffrculty for Victorian moral statisticians, Sullivan suggests, is that

Both criminality and indigence are at once interior conditions, which can be

reached only through an interrogation of the individual subject, and the

products of the interaction of personal development and social conditions.

[. . .] Thus, both can be 'known' only in two conflícting and highly suspect

idioms, the idiom of personal voice and the idiom of aggregate possibility.

(128)
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The focus in Oliver Twist's representation of inner-city characters is on an

aggregation of characters rvho share codes of honour, criminal behaviours, such as

thievery and prostitution, as well as collective gestures. This gestural collectivity is

evident in the gestural synchronization among Fagin, Nancy, and Sikes in reference to

clocks in the context of eschatological Christian judgements. What is only glancingly

admitted about the inner-city characters is their impoverishment.

Oliver Twist heavily accentuates the divide between the two suspect idioms

Sullivan describes, that of the restricted mobility of an aggregate of inner-city bodies

and the bourgeois others, like Oliver, whose purview is interiority. In Oliver Twist,

Fagin seldom thinks or feels, desires, remembers or imagines without patterned and

ubiquitous narrative prevarication until the novel begins to approach its climax.

Before that time, when Fagin smiles, it is "as if'he were relieved(167); when he

desires, that desire is tagged onto his "hast¡/" speech and qualified with an "as though"

(238); when Fagin's face shows agitation it is "as if he dreaded something, and feared

to know the worst" (232). Interestingly, the degree of interiority assigned directly to

Fagin increases as he approaches the judgement of the eschatologically Christian legal

system. This increase in interiority is also evident for Nancy and Sikes as they

approach their ends. This signals the necessity of interiority for the operation of

Christian eschatological j udgement.

But the emphasis in the portrayals of inner-city characters is on their speech

and on their gestures. Fagin, Nancy, and Monks share a particular gesture that
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emphasizes their embodiment and side-by-side imbrication as criminals across

gendered and classed lines: all three bite their lips. After Sikes asks Fagin not to

poison his drink, "the Jew bit his pale lip" as he "turned round to the cupboard" with

an "evil leer" (137). Nancy "bit her lip til-the blood came" (166) after threatening to

"put that mark on some of you," namely, Fagin and sikes[,] for beating oliver and

restraining Nancy from assisting Oliver, "that will bring me to the gallows before my

time" (165). Bourgeois-classed Monks, who is allied with Fagin, "was biting his lips,

with his eyes fixed upon the floor" (436) while Brownlow tells Monks his version of

Oliver's story. De Certeau says "an ethical reaction must believe that life cannot be

reduced to what one sees of it" (17). All three, Fagin, Nancy, and Monks, share in a

construction of criminality that emphasizes visual, gestural clues to their characters and

obfuscates their differences. According to Sullivan, in Oliver Twi,st, "Dickens asserts

his right to participate in the 'collective' effort to reenvision criminality, aneffort that

explicitly links individual criminal acts to a more generalized form of transgressive

activity that is, or becomes, definitely political" (I24).

During the years of debate leading up to the 1832 Reform Bill, the Home

Office employed a "famous agent" (Dinwiddy 3a) by the name of William Oliver. He

spied on radical agitators and reported on their activities to the Home Office from

May-June of 1817. In Oliver Twist,Fagin is the radical criminal, Jew, and criminal

administrator who transgresses classed boundaries when he poaches oliver, a

bourgeois child who is presented as the rightful property of the narrator. Fagin allies
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with Monks, a member of the bourgeois class whose membership is revoked, in part,

because of his alliance with Fagin across classed boundaries. Oliver, in turn, attempts

to tell Brownlow, then does tell the Maylies, the story of his sifuation in Fagin's inner-

city household. As if he were William Oliver's namesake, Oliver conveys information

to the bourgeois class; nonetheless, his preeminent vulnerabitity and his alignment with

the 'Home Offtce' is obvious to both sides. However much the contest inOliver

Twist is constituted as one between a criminal-under class and a lawful-upper class, it

is as much befween the tactics of poaching and timing as opposed to the strategies of

consolidation and the accruement of privilege. Strategies inevitably win the prize, the

bourgeois child, The scapegoat in this contest is Fagin because, as a Jew, he is the

principal outsider and object of Christian eschatological judgement and because, as

the administrator of the inner-city agglomeration, he is its principal member. Although

the side-by-side imbrication of the bourgeois and lower classes is available from the

rhetoric of both the novel and the 1832 Reform Bill, in the agitation preceding the Bill,

as in Oliver Twist, alliances across lower- and middle-classed lines are ultimately

unsuccessful and hierarchical-classed structures are maintained.

Classed Agglomeration in The Míll on the Floss

Whereas Dickens's Oliver Twist does not substantially complicate the

classed divisions it asserts, Eliot's The Mill on the Floss does. The interiority of

characters is a contested site in Eliot's novel. Elements and temporal orient¿tions
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rearrange themselves from a bourgeois-classed interiority for Maggie in childhood

into a working-classed interiority for Maggie in adulthood. Maggie's father, a land-

owning peasant,21 tries to care for Maggie, the rest of his family, and their forfunes

while perpetuating the mill-owning traditions of the Tullivers. However, in the words

of Aunt Glegg, Mr. Tulliver has spent Bessy's "fortin i' going to law, and's likely to

spend his own, too" (46). In Book one, Aunt Glegg wants it known "when the

Tulliver children turned out ill, that she, Mrs. Glegg, had always said how it would be

from the very first, observing thatitwas wonderful to herself how all her words came

true" (115). In this, as with other predictions, Aunt Glegg is off the mark. Her

prediction that Mr. Tulliver will lose his fortune is, however, correct.

According to Deneau's detailed chronology, Mr. Tulliver lost the mill in 1832.

Maggie goes to the Stellings on "a dark, cold day near the end of November" of that

year and Tom "was told soon after entering the study at nine o'clock that his sister

was in the drawing-room" (169). Maggie then tells Tom that "[t]he law suit is ended"

(169), their father has lost, and rom, like Maggie, must return home and end this

stage of his education. The Tullivers' furniture is sold in December of the same year.

!Vl"n the Reform Bill was passed on June 7,1832, Lincolnshire, where the Tullivers

live, was divided into two districts, and would return two Members of Parliament.

27 Here peasant is used in
The Country and the City:
obligations" (97).

"the classical sense" employed by Raymond Williams in
"small owner-occupiers under social and legal
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With the loss of the mill, Mr. Tulliver lost the propefty that would enfranchise him

under the emplaced conditions of the franchise for adult men under the Reform Bill.

Other, more explicit, consequences of the loss of the mill for Magg¡e,as well as for

her family, are outlined. For example, Maggie can no longei attend "Miss Firniss'

boarding school in the ancient town of Laceham on the Floss, with cousin Lucy for

her companion" (167) andthe loss of the mill marks the end of Maggie and Tom's

childhood. The year is 1832 when Maggie and Tom "entered the thorny wilderness,

and the golden gates of their childhood closed forever behind them" (r73).

Like Fagin's, Maggie's opportunities for alliances with members of the

bourgeois class do not work out. Marriage to bourgeois-classed Philip or Stephen

represents Maggie's opportunity to transition to bourgeois-classed adulthood once

the mill is lost and Maggie's education is discontinued. Recalling the words of

Roebuck, the maxim that "the people at present are far too ignorant to render

themselves happy, even though they should possess supreme power tomorrow"

(Dinwiddy 75) is sustained, to a considerable degree, in Eliot's novel. De Certeau

suggests that "[w]riting acquires the right to reclaim, subdue or educate history. It

becomes a power in the hands of a 'bourgeoisie' that substitutes the instrumentality of

the letter for the privilege of birth, a privilege linked to the hypothesis that the world as

it is, is right" (144). Maggíe's education, such as it is, ends with her father's loss of

the mill, and her opportunities to be linked with the bourgeois world through

education or through rnarriage are precluded. Her past- and present-minded
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temporal orientation as a working-classed adult is evidence of this inability to

transition to bourgeois-classed adulthood and subdue with education or a bourgeois

maníage the temporal determinations of her classed origins.

The Mill on the Floss is a persecution text, for the narrator shares in the

borugeois temporal orientation that is denied Maggre. However, there are characters,

Aunt Glegg, Bessy, and Philip, in particular, whose relationships to futurity constitute

a critique of bourgeois far-sightedness. Although Bessy's prediction that Maggie will

drown is confined to Book one, Bessy is conect: Maggie does drown. However,

Bessy's expectations of the future are more frequently mistaken. Like Bessy's, Aunt

Glegg's predictions are both reliable and unreliable. Philip, like Bessy, has a

presentiment that Maggie will drown. These visions of the future are neither more or

less reliable whether one is a member of the bourgeois, middle, or working classes in

Eliot's novel. in addition, visions of the future are characterized and critiqued by the

narrator as justif,rcations in the context of Philip's love for Maggie. Various characters

throughout the novel make predictions that are correct, others that are incorrect, and

still others that are unverifiable. It is in the working through of Philip's attitudes

toward Maggie and futurity that the most substantial critique of bourgeois reliance on

far-sightedness is evident:

He had little hope thatMaggie would ever return the strong feeling he had for

her; and it must be better for Maggie's future life, when these petty family

obstacles to her freedom had disappeared, that the present should not always
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be sacrificed and that she should have some opportunity of culture, some

interchange with a mind above the vulgar level of those she was now

condemned to live with. If we can only look far enough off for the

consequence of our actions, we can always f,rnd some point in the

combination of results by which those actions can be justified; by adopting the

point of view of a Providence who arranges results or of a philosopher who

traces them, we shall find it possible to obtain perfect complacency in

choosing to do what is most agreeable to us in the present moment. (297)

The narrator qualifies far-sightedness in the context of Philip's charactenzation. Philip

looks ahead to Maggie's future life and makes predictions about whether it with be

better or worse for her to remain with her working-classed family. Meanwhile, his

predictions about Maggie's future are qualifîed by the narrator as selÊserving In

addition, the narrator goes so far as to characterize bourgeois far-sightedness as an

appropriation of the temporal omniscience of the Christian God. Eliot's narrator

associates bourgeois far-sightedness with the secular interiorization of a Godlike

temporal omniscience. It is omniscience that bourgeois-classed Philip approximates

with his visíon of Maggie's future. This is his justification, as well as the justification

enacted by the 1832 Reform Bill when it elides its own present emplacement with the

bourgeois far-sightedness of legislators.

In The Mill on the Floss and in the 1832 Reform Bill, far-sightedness is the
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element or temporal orientation that distinguishes bourgeois interiority. In OIiver

Twist, references to timepieces, such as church-bells and watches, show how timing

will run out for Fagin when Ch¡istian eschatological judgement, helped along by the

league of gentlemen, catches up with him. For Foucault, "'it is not possible to

disregard the fatal intersection of time with space" ("of other Spaces" 22). Time's

intersection with space sees Fagin confined in Newgate prison, Maggie confined by

interior temporal confîgurations determined by age and class, and the adult voter

confined in a particular place of a particular value. In the rhetoric of these nineteenth-

century novels and of the 1832 Reform Bill, bourgeois far-sightedness effects spatial

confinement using class- and age-based hierarchies.
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